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author index
adams dale W

chartering the kirtland bank

1983

234467 kirtland

period
adams L lamar and alvin C rencher A computer analysis of the isaiah
authorship problem 1974 15195 bible
adams william james jr human sacrifice and the book of abraham 1969
94473 pearl of great price
addy george M lessons from the past or how to succeed in the university
world without really trying 1968 82216 education
agnew spiro T some answers to campus dissent 1969 94433 brigham
young university education political science and law
albrecht stan L the consequential dimension of mormon religiosity
1989 29257 sociology and behavior
davis bitton and maureen ursenbach beecher eds
ofdavis
albrecht stan L review of
new views of mormon history essays in honor of
leonard JJ arrington
ofleonard
1988 281123 history in general
alexander thomas G between revivalism and the social gospel the latter
day saint social advisory committee 1916 1922 1983 23119
church administration
alexander thomas G review of agnes reid letters of long ago 1978

153375 women
alexander thomas G review of A J simmonds the gentile comes to cache
Apost asies of 1874 and the establishment of
valley A study of the logan
logon apostasies
non mormon churches in cache valley 1873 1913 1977 172252
utah history
alexander thomas G review of annie clark
dark tanner A biography of ezra
thompson 1976
162303 biography
1976162303
alexander thomas G review of edwin brown firmage and richard collin
mangrum zion in the courts A legal history of the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints 1830 1900 1989 293124 history of the
church political science and law
alexander thomas G review of harold schindler orrin porter rockwell
1 100
man of god son of thunder 1967 881100
loo biography
alexander thomas G review of martin B hickman david matthew kennedy
banker statesman churchman 1988 282110 biography
alexander thomas G review of raymond W taylor and samuel W taylor
uranium fever or no talk under 1 million 1970 111114 utah
history
jofs
alexander thomas G review of
ofsS george ellsworth dear ellen two mormon
women and their letters 1975 1533
75 women
153375
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alexander thomas G review of truman G madsen defender of the faith
the B H roberts story 1981 212248 biography
theb
alien
allen
ailen A lester science and theology A search for the uncommon denominator 1989 29371 LDS religion and doctrine personal essay
science
alien
allen
ailen james B J reuben dark
clark jr views on american sovereignty and
oark
international organization 1973 133347 political science and law
alien
allen
ailen james B personal faith and public policy some timely observations
on the league of nations controversy in utah 1973 14177 political
science and law utah history
allen
alien
ailen james B to the saints in england impressions of a mormon immigrant 1978 183475 historical documents
alien
allen
ailen james B we had a very hard voyage for the season john moons
account of the first emigrant company of british saints 1977 173339
historical documents
alien
allen
ailen james B when our enemies are also saints response to claudia W
cormons
Mor
mons on the warfront
front 1990 30421 international
War
harriss mormons
church political science war and peace
alien
allen
ailen james B review of roger van noord king of beaver island the life
strang 1991 311107 biography
and assassination of james jesse strong
alien
allen
ailen james B and herbert H frost wilford woodruff sportsman 1974
151113 biography
alien
allen
ailen james B and jessie L embry provoking the brethren to good works
susa young gates the relief society and genealogy 1991 312115
church administration women
alien
allen
ailen james B and leonard J arrington mormon origins in new york
an introductory analysis 1969 93241 new york period
alien
allen
ailen james B and malcolm R thorp the mission of the twelve to england
4 1 mormon apostles and the working classes 1975 154499
1840 41
international church
alien
allen
ailen james B ed defenders of the faith three vignettes from mormon
history 1970 11188 history of the church
alien
allen
ailen james B ed A letter from brigham young and daniel H wells 1857
1971 113304 brigham young historical documents utah history
alien
allen
ailen james B ed A letter to england 1842 by william clayton 1971
1971
121119 historical documents
8 3 232200 poetry
1983
alien
allen
ailen paul G gods apprentice 19
alien
allen
ailen william B review of richard vetterli and gary bryner in search of the
republic 1990 30189 political science and law
1961
alley kathryn home19614150
home iggi
4150 poetry
19614150
alley stephen L some aspects of truth in contemporary philosophy 1975
16123 philosophy and truth
alley stephen L thoughts on reading croces
1961
crocks theory of aesthetic 1961
3215 art and architecture
alston jon P A response to bahr and forste 1986 261123 sociology
and behavior
anderson A gary review of chad M orton more faith than fear the los
angeles stake story 1989 292109 history of the church
5
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carma de jong
long new address 1962 43208 poetry
carma
canna de jong rose street 1964 53246 poetry
carma de jong the words of saint peter 1974 143359 poetry
canna
dallas christ and the twelve apostles 1971 113250 art
sculptures and carvings
anderson dallas A note on christ and the twelve apostles 1971 113250
art and architecture
anderson desmond L meeting the challenges of the latter day saints in
vietnam 1970 102186 international church war and peace
cofr
anderson desmond L review of
ofrR joseph monsen jr and mark W cannon
the makers of public policy american power groups and their ideologies 1966 73231 political science and law
monnon
Atchi
anderson richard lloyd atchisons
atchisonn
sons letters and the causes of mormon
expulsion from missouri 1986 2633 biography historical docuanderson
anderson
anderson
anderson

ments missouri period

anderson richard lloyd circumstantial confirmation of the first vision
through reminiscences 1969 93373 joseph smith
archbo volume 1974 15143
anderson richard lloyd the fraudulent archko
historical documents
anderson richard lloyd the impact of the first preaching in ohio 1971
1971
114474 kirtland period
anderson richard lloyd joseph smith and the millenarian time table
1961 3355 joseph smith
anderson richard lloyd joseph smiths new york reputation reappraised
1970 103283 joseph smith
anderson richard lloyd the mature joseph smith and treasure searching
1984 244489 joseph smith
anderson richard lloyd new data for revising the missouri documentary
history 1974 144488 missouri period
cowderys
derys
anderson richard lloyd reuben miller recorder of oliver Cow
Reaffirmations 1968 83277 pioneer period
anderson richard lloyd review of edmund wilson the dead sea scrolls
1947 1969 1969 101120 dead sea scrolls
anderson richard lloyd review of F L stewart exploding the myth about
joseph smith the mormon prophet 1968 82231 joseph smith
J B phillips ring of truth A translators
anderson richard lloyd review of
ofjb
testimony 1969 92229 bible
mormonism
anderson richard lloyd review of walter R martin the maze of
ofmormonism
1964 6157 LDS religion and doctrine
andrus hyrum L joseph smith and the west 1960 22129 joseph smith
andrus hyrum L joseph smith and world government 1960 1171
joseph smith political science and law
andrus hyrum L the second american revolution era of preparation
1959 2171 history in general political science and law
andrus hyrum L review of james R dark
mark comp messages of the first
clark
presidency vol 1 1965 63178 church administration
andrus J roman dont speak 1991 313fc art drawings and
engravings
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andrus J roman the king dethroned
dethroner 1985 25176 art drawings and
engravings
andrus J roman study of the outcomes of college education in art in
selected colleges in twelve western states 1961 4153 art and
architecture education
andrus R blain death and resurrection of a cat 1986 26172 poetry
andrus R blain fondest dream for bruce R mcconkie 1988 284122
poetry
andrus R blain A gathering storm 1990 30246 poetry
anonymous all seeing eye in a triangle on top of the pulpit diisseldorf
germany 1981 21127 art sculptures and carvings
anonymous altar as reception throne of god innsbruck
81
1981
Inns bruck austria 19
21118 art sculptures and carvings
anonymous altar as the throne of god with canopy and crown fulda
germany 1981 21124 art sculptures and carvings
anonymous altar with cherubim on both sides rome italy 1981 21122
art sculptures and carvings
anonymous angel guardians at church entrance mannheim germany 1981
21116 art sculptures and carvings
anonymous buddha preaching the first sermon 1971 12161 art
sculptures and carvings
anonymous camp meeting 1969 93300 art drawings and engravings
anonymous culps
gulps hill and stevens knoll from east cemetery hill gettysburg
pennsylvania 1988 28494 photographs
anonymous crucifix 1974 15141 art sculptures and carvings
anonymous danite sacred murder 1974 142171 art drawings and
engravings
anonymous destroying angel 1991 31296 art drawings and engravings
anonymous dipankara
Dip ankara buddha 1971 12163 art sculptures and
carvings
anonymous ensign peak north end of great salt lake city 1991 31266
art drawings and engravings
anonymous former washington DC chapel 1981 212220 photographs
anonymous frederick G williams 1971124538
1971 124538 art drawings and
engravings
anonymous general george gordon meades headquarters at gettysburg pennsylvania 1988 28475 photographs
anonymous general gouverneur kemble warren 1988 284bc art
sculptures and carvings
anonymous general meade gettysburg pennsylvania 1988
1988 28476 art
sculptures and carvings
anonymous general robert E lee 1988 28464 art sculptures and
carvings
anonymous the great stupa 1971 12157 art sculptures and carvings
anonymous images of spencer W kimball 1985 25491 biography
photographs
anonymous independence mo courthouse 1974 144454 art drawings
and engravings
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anonymous in memoriam david 0 mckay 1873 1970 1970 102197
biography
anonymous in memoriam harold B lee 1899 1973 1974
142129
1974142129
biography
anonymous in memoriam harvey darrel taylor 1917 1963 1964
53137
196453137
biography
anonymous in memoriam T edgar lyon 1978 1913 biography
anonymous joseph smith egyptian papyri 1968 82179 historical
documents pearl of great price
anonymous the laocoon 1968 9160 art sculptures and carvings
anonymous little round top from devils den gettysburg pennsylvania
1988 28490 photographs
anonymous mask of christ 1970 102fc art sculptures and carvings
anonymous milton at age 62 1984 242193 art drawings and engravings
anonymous A mormon elder preaching aboard a train 0of emigrants 1991
312105 art drawings and engravings
anonymous nauvoo temple 1983 233102 photographs
anonymous the newly established asian research institute 1965 63121
brigham young university
anonymous north gate at sanchi
sanch 1971 12157 art sculptures and
carvings
anonymous partially completed washington monument 1981 212223
photographs
anonymous partition between the high altar Ho
liest and the congregation
hollest
holiest
marburg germany 1981 21124 art sculptures and carvings
anonymous partition with gate between the high altar and the congregation
trier germany 1981 21125 art sculptures and carvings
anonymous prophet joseph smith 1969 93fc art drawings and
engravings
anonymous the prophets block 1991 31270 art drawings and
engravings
anonymous proposed prayer room window united states capitol 1981
1981
212218 art paintings and watercolors
anonymous representation of the lords hand from behind a cloud over
church entrance dusseldorf germany 1981 21135 art sculptures
and carvings
anonymous sacred murder committed by the danites
canites 1991 31297 art
drawings and engravings
anonymous san francisco city hall 1983 234430 photographs
anonymous san franciscofrom
francesco from top ofhill
francisco
of hill on california street 1983
offill
234459 photographs
anonymous seal of the territory of utah removed from house of representatives chamber ceiling 1981 212214 photographs
anonymous scene from A study in scarlet 1991 312107 art drawings
and engravings
anonymous scene on howard street 1983 234443 photographs
anonymous shakyamuni as an ascetic 1971 12171 art sculptures and
carvings
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anonymous south end of the tabernacle 1991 3126 art drawings and
engravings
anonymous A stained glass replica of joseph smiths first vision 1969
93299 art paintings and watercolors
anonymous thirteenth ward meetinghouse circa 1870 1984 242135
photographs
anonymous united states capitol 1846 1981 212212 photographs
anonymous scene in utah valley 1972 122149 art paintings and
watercolors
anonymous utah seal in the presidents room united states capitol 1981
1981
212217 art sculptures and carvings
anonymous utah state stone washington monument 1981 212222 art
sculptures and carvings
anonymous veil behind the altar cologne germany 1981 21122 art
sculptures and carvings
anonymous view of main street nauvoo 1983 23397 photographs
anonymous view south down union line on cemetery ridge big round top
in the background 1988 28496 photographs
appleton marianne and A garr cranney reading habits of church active
LDS women 1985 25347 sociology and behavior women
arrington joseph earl panorama paintings in the 1840s of the mormon temple
in nauvoo 1982 222193 art and architecture
arrington joseph earl william weeks architect of the nauvoo temple
1979 193337 biography nauvoo period temple
arrington leonard J church leaders in liberty jail 1972 13120 doctrine
and covenants joseph smith missouri period
arrington leonard J an economic interpretation of the word of wisdom
1959 1137 doctrine and covenants
arrington leonard J historian as entrepreneur A personal essay 1977
172193 history in general personal essays
in honorable remembrance thomas L kanes
arrington leonard J
mormons
monnons
Mon
services to the mormans
Mornons
mons 1981 214389 biography pioneer period
arrington leonard J james gordon bennetts 1831 report on the
1970 103353 historical documents joseph smith
Mormo
nites
mormonites
arrington leonard J mormonism views1rorn
views from without and within 1974
142140 sociology and behavior
arrington leonard J mormon women in nineteenth century britain 1987
27167 international church women
Cow derys kirtland ohio sketch book
arrington leonard J oliver cowderys
1972
124410 historical documents kirtland period
monnon history
arrington leonard J persons for all seasons women in mormon
1979
20139 women
197920139
arrington leonard J religion and economics in mormon history 1961
3315 history of the church
arrington leonard J seven steps to greatness 1976 164459 brigham
young university
arrington leonard J review of stanley P hirshson the lion of the lord A
biography of brigham young 1970 102240 brigham young
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arrington leonard J review of ward J roylance utah A guide to the state
1982 224502 utah history
arrington leonard J review of william wise massacre at mountain meadows
an american legend and a monumental crime 1977 173382 pioneer
period
arrington leonard J and jon haupt the mormon heritage of vardis fisher
1977 18127 biography
197718127
arrington leonard J and wayne K hinton origin of the welfare plan of
the church of jesus christ of latter day saints 1962 5267 church
administration
germans
nans an annotated bibliography
ashliman D L mormonism and the Gen
1848 1966 1967 8173 bibliography international church
ashworth brent martin harriss 1873 letter to walter conrad 1983
231112 historical documents
ashworth kathryn R remembering the stop by a lake 1988 28456
poetry
10 poetry
ashworth kathryn R toward manti 1977 172210
ashworth kathryn R wyoming 1990 302126 poetry
asplund thomas looking at a utah road map 1986 26130 poetry
athay R grant and god said let there be lights in the firmament of the
heaven 1990 30439 personal essays science
athay R grant worlds without number the astronomy of enoch abraham
and moses 1968 83255 pearl of great price
ault wayne and J keith melville student impact on the 1970 utah nominating conventions 1972 122163 political science and law utah
history
avery valeen tippetts and linda king newell lewis C bidamon stepchild
of
ofmormondom 1979
193375 biography women
mormondom
1979193375
axelgard frederick W 1 I1 and 2 nephi an inspiring whole 1986
26453
198626453
book of mormon
bachman danel W sealed in a book preliminary observations on the newly
found anthon transcript 1980 204321 hofmann documents
bachman danel W and kenneth W godfrey review of
oflarry
larry C porter and
susan easton black eds the prophet joseph smith essays on the life
joseph smith 1988 284103 joseph smith
and mission of ofjoseph
josfph
backman milton V jr Awaken
ings in the burned over district new light on
awakenings
the historical setting of the first vision 1969 93301 joseph smith
new york period
backman milton V jr the quest for a restoration the birth of mormonism
in ohio 1972 124346 kirtland period
backman milton V jr truman coes 1836 description of mormonism
1977 173347 historical documents
backman milton V jr review of mark A noll et al eds eerdmans
handbook to christianity in america 1984 242252 christian

1722

theology
backman milton V jr review of richard L bushman from puritan to
yankee character and the social order in connecticut 1690 1765
1968 82237 history in general
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backman milton V jr review of richard T hughes and C leonard alien
ailen
allen
illusions of innocence protestant primitivism in america 1630 1875
1990 30479 christian theology
backman milton V jr review of robert campbell ed spectrum of protestant
beliefs 1969 94503 christian theology
backman milton V jr review of winthrop S hudson religion in america
1966 73239 christian theology
backman milton V jr and james B allen
alien
ailen membership of certain of joseph
smiths family in the western presbyterian church of palmyra 1970
104482 joseph smith
backman milton V jr ed A non mormon view of the birth of
ofmormonism
mormonism
06 kirtland
in ohio 1972 1233
123306
rutland period
bahr howard M the declining distinctiveness of utahs working women
1979 194525 sociology and behavior utah history
bahr howard M and renata tonks forste reply to alston 1986 261127
sociology and behavior
bahr howard M and renata tonks forste toward a social science of
contemporary mormondom 1986 26173 sociology and behavior
baker virginia ellen chiefs 1985 25476 poetry
baker virginia ellen hamlet at cairo 1986 264122 poetry
baker virginia ellen manifest 1987 273217 poetry
baker virginia ellen stele 1985 251188 poetry
baker virginia ellen tracings in blue 1988 281122 poetry
Estaunies naturalistic period and spiritual period
ball bertrand L jr estaunies
1965 7168 literature and film
exupero and ie cuite du passe 1968
ball bertrand L jr saint exupery
84444
196884444
literature and film
ballif arta boy on a bus 1962 42137 short stories
barnett steven G the canes of the martyrdom 1981 212205 historical
documents
barnett steven G wilson law A sidelight on the expositor incident 1979
192244 biography historical documents nauvoo period
mcintyre and noel R barton eds christobarrett ivan J review of myron W mclntyre
pher layton colonizer statesman leader 1969 94512 biography
barsch wulfe
abc
30lbc
lbc art paintings and watercolors
wulfE east 1990 30
barsch wulfe
wulfE the gate 1990 30139 art paintings and watercolors
barsch wulfe
icc
ifc art paintings and
30lfc
wulfE the gate ursa major 1990 30
watercolors
barsch wulfe
wulfE template 1990 30137 art paintings and watercolors
barsch wulfe
templateforadamantina
tor
for Ad amantina 1990 30138 art paintings and
wulfE template
watercolors
barsch wulfe
wulfE template 11II 1990 30140 art paintings and watercolors
1985 251128 art paintings and watercolors
barsch wulfe
wulfE the window 1985251128
barton betty L mormon poor relief A social welfare interlude 1977
18166 sociology and behavior
beard craig W review of daniel H ludlow ed the encyclopedia of
mormonism 1991 31438 history of the church LDS religion and
doctrine
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beecher dale F rey L pratt and the mexican mission 1975 153293
international church war and peace
beecher maureen ursenbach poetry and the private lives newspaper verse
on the mormon frontier 1985 25355 poetry women
bonnets mormon women with
sunbormets
sunbonnets
beecher maureen ursenbach under the Sun
1976 164471 women
faces 1976164471
beecher maureen ursenbach review of
levi S peterson juanita brooks
oflevi
mormon woman historian 1989 294123 biography women
beecher maureen ursenbach linda king newell and valeen tippetts avery
emma and eliza and the stairs 1982 22187 nauvoo period
women
beecher maureen ursenbach ed
all things move in order in the city
zina diantha huntington jacobs 1979 193285
orzina
ofzina
the nauvoo diary of
historical documents nauvoo period women
beecher maureen ursenbach ed eliza R snows nauvoo journal 1975
154391 historical documents nauvoo period women
beecher maureen ursenbach ed the iowa journal of lorenzo snow 1984
243261 historical documents pioneer period
bell elouise diana company for gerties pigeons 1959 2170 poetry
bell elouise the implications of feminism for BYU 1976 164527
brigham young university women
bell elouise the Prod
prodigals
igals mother 1979 194522 poetry
bell elouise review of
ofaC S lewis christian reflections 1969 92221
ofc
christian theology
charls southwell
charts
charls southwell collected poems of charis
charts
bell elouise review of charis
1972 131106 poetry
bell elouise review of donald R marshall the rummage sale 1974 151121
short stories
bell elouise review of emma lou thayne spaces in the sage 1972 131108
literature and film
bell elouise review of gale tampico boyd the lost the found 1972
131104 literature and film
polygamists wife the true
pseud polygamisfs
ofmelissa
bell elouise review of
melissa merrill pseudo
womans struggle with modern day polygamy 1976
story of one comans
163435 women
bell elouise review of
neal chandler benediction A book of stories 1990
orneal
ofneal
30488 short stories
bennett richard E finalizing plans for the trek west deliberations at winter
quarters 1846 1847 1984 243301 brigham young pioneer period
bennion lowell L the uses of the mind in religion 1973 14147
christian theology philosophy and truth
As for me and my house
bennion lowell L review of emma lou thayne asfor
1990 302124 biography literature and film
bennion sherilyn cox lula greene richards utahs first woman editor
1981 212155 biography utah history
bentley joseph review of kent lloyd et al the church executive building
the kingdom through leadership development 1968 83350 church
administration
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benz ernst mormonism and the secularization of religions in the modem
world 1976 164627 LDS religion and doctrine
berge dale L archaeology at the peter whitmer farm seneca county
new york 1973 132172 anthropology and archaeology new york
period
berge dale L

the jonathan browning site an example of archaeology for

restoration in nauvoo illinois 1979 192201 anthropology and
archaeology nauvoo period
berge dale L lower goshen archaeology of a mormon pioneer town
1990 30267 anthropology and archaeology pioneer period utah
history
bergin ailen
alien
allen E bringing the restoration to the academic world clinical
psychology as a test case 1979 194449 education psychology
bergin alien
ailen
allen E toward a theory of human agency 1975 161165 LDS
religion and doctrine psychology
bernard kenneth the real thing in jamess the real thing 1962 5131
literature and film
hard john T government in america master or servant
1968
Bem
bemhard
bernhard
bechard
83294 political science and law
hard john T what Is the proper role of the latter day saint with respect
Bem
bemhard
bernhard
bechard
1962 42151 political science and law
to the constitution
berrett lamar C an impressive letter from the pen of joseph smith 1971
114517 historical documents joseph smith
berrett lamar C review of robert bruce flanders nauvoo kingdom on the
mississippi 1966 73242 nauvoo period
best rita ann nostalgia 1979 20138 poetry
best rita ann to my father 1974 151104 poetry
bialer seweryn the current revolution in russia 1990 3025 political
science and law
bishop M guy A great little saint A brief look at the life of henry
william bigler 1990 30427 biography pioneer period
bishop M guy to overcome the last enemy early mormon perceptions of
death 1986 26363 LDS religion and doctrine
bishop M guy review of ben bradlee jr and dale van atta prophet of
blood the untold story of
ervil lebaron and the lambs of god 1983
ofervil
232239 history in general
10
bitton davis george francis train and brigham young 1978 1834
183410
biography brigham young
bitton davis Is not this of god an 1847 proposal for mormon settlement
1974 151105 historical documents pioneer period
bitton davis kirtland as a center of missionary activity 1830 1838 1971
114497 kirtland period
1972
1972 1315 missouri
bitton davis missouri thoughts april 15
151972
period personal essays
B
bitton davis N L nelson and the mormon point of view 1973 132157
historical documents LDS religion and doctrine utah history
bitton davis the waning of mormon kirtland 1972 124455 kirtland
period
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mormonism
bitton davis review of daniel H ludlow ed the encyclopedia of
ofmormonism
1991 31431 history of the church LDS religion and doctrine
bitton davis review of donna hill joseph smith the first mormon 1977
173376 joseph smith
bitton davis review of robert L millet ed joseph smith selected sermons
and writings 1990 3302109
02109 historical documents
mormons
Mormons 1904
bitton davis and gary L bunker mischievous puck and the cormons
1907 1978 184504 art drawings and engravings literature and

film
Bj amason loftur the land of song and saga 1969 92209 history in
bjarnason
general literature and film
black dianna M hymn 1987 273170 poetry
black dianna M shadows 1988 283128 poetry
black dianna M subduction zone 1990 30290 poetry
black susan W easton suffering and death on the plains of iowa 1981
214431 pioneer period
blair alma the hauns mill massacre 1972 13162 missouri period war
and peace
blakesley christopher L terrorism and the constitution 1987 273197
political science and law
blanke gustav H and karen lynn gods base of operations mormon
variations on the american sense of mission 1979 20183 history in
general LDS religion and doctrine
gulab archipelago
bohac rodney D review of alexander solzhenitsyn gulag
1918 1956 an experiment in literary investigation bertram D wolfe
three who made a revolution donald W treadgold twentieth century
russia louis fischer the life of lenin M K dziewanowski A history
of soviet russia nicholas riasanovsky A history of russia nina
tumarkin lenin lives the lenin cult in soviet russia robert C
tucker stalin as revolutionary 1879 1929 A study in history and
personality roy medvedev let history judge the origins and
consequences of
romanovs
vs
stalinism and W bruce lincoln the romanova
Romano
ofstalinism
autocrats of all the russias
dussias 1985 251175 political science and

law
bradford M E the best constitution in existence the influence of the british
example on the framers of our fundamental law 1987 27351
history in general political science and law
bradford M gerald on doing theology 1974 143345 LDS religion and
doctrine
bradford M gerald review of jan shipps mormonism the story of a new
1988 282113 history of the church
religious tradition 1988282113
bradford mary L poems 1969 94481 poetry
bradford mary L review of douglas H thayer mr wahlquist in yellowstone
and other stories 1990 30192 short stories
bradford mary L review of joyce eliason fresh meat 1I warm weather 1976
163432 literature and film psychology
iii
ill the articles of faith composers commentary 1961
merrill
menill
bradshaw men
3373 music
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bradshaw merrill reflections on the nature of mormon art 1968 9125
art and architecture LDS religion and doctrine
bradshaw merrill toward a mormon aesthetic 1981 21191 art and
architecture philosophy and truth
mormons to japan
brady frederick R two meiji scholars introduce the cormons
1983 232167 international church
1962 5119 literature and
brady marion B crabbe clutterbuck and co
film poetry
brady marion B in memoriam P A christensen 1888 1968 1968 9164
biography
breinholt floyd E A note on utah ranch 1970 11134 art and

architecture
breinholt floyd E utah ranch 1970 11135 art paintings and watercolors
bringhurst newell G review of
oflevi
levi S peterson juanita brooks mormon
woman historian 1989 294117 biography women
of
bringhurst newell G review ofrendell
rendell N mabey and gordon 1I allred
brother to brother the story of the latter day saint missionaries who
took the gospel to black africa 1988 283107 international church
britsch R lanier church beginnings in china 1970 102161 international
church
britsch R lanier the closing of the early japan mission 1975 152171
international church
britsch R lanier the founding of the samoan mission 1977 18112
international church
britsch R lanier the latter day saint mission to india 1851 1856 1972
123262 international church
britsch R lanier review of david E stannard shrinking history on freud
ofpsychohistory
Psycho history 1983 232248 history in general
and the failure of
psychohistory
psychology
cormons in the pacific
britsch R lanier review of russell T clement comp mormons
A bibliography 1982 222251 bibliography
britsch R lanier et al problems and opportunities of missionary work in
asia A symposium of former mission presidents 1971 12185
international church
britsch todd A winckelmann for the bicentennial of his death 1968
9156 biography
wamer and styne M slade the mormon
britsch todd A review of james A warner
way 1976 171121 sociology and behavior
Carl fred review of stephen R covey and truman G madsen
broderick earlfred
carlfred
marriage and family gospel insights 1985 253125 LDS religion
and doctrine sociology and behavior
brown hugh B prophecies regarding japan 1970 102159 international
church
brown lisle G the sacred departments for temple work in nauvoo the
assembly room and the council chamber 1979 193361 nauvoo
period temple
brown S kent the dead sea scrolls A mormon perspective 1983 23149
dead sea scrolls
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brown S kent the exodus pattern in the book of mormon 1990 303111
bible book of mormon
brown S kent gehis
lehis personal record quest for a missing source 1984
24119 book of mormon
brown S kent and C wilfred griggs the apocalypse of peter introduction
and translation 1975 152131 early christianity
brown S kent C wilfred griggs and H kimball hansen review of john C
lefgren april sixth 1982 223375 LDS religion and doctrine
Parton opeus de blois and the
brown thomas H the relationship between partonopeus
cupid and psyche tradition 1964 53193 literature and film
brown victor L jr healing problems of intimacy by clients use of gospel
based values and role definitions 1986 2615 LDS religion and
doctrine psychology
brown victor L jr response to malony 1986 26137 psychology
browning gary L american and russian perceptions of freedom and
security 1985 251115 political science and law
browning gary L the four political paces
faces of the intellectual in soviet russia
today A personal essay 1976 17121 personal essays
browning gary L review of david K shipler russia broken idols solemn
dreams elizabeth pond from the yaroslavsky station russia perceived
hedrick smith the russians james cracraft ed the soviet union
today an interpretive guide and robert G kaiser russia the people
and the power 1985 251178 political science and law
buchanan frederick S the ebb and flow of mormonism in scotland
1840 1900 1987 27227 international church sociology and
behavior
buchanan frederick S robert lang campbell A wise scribe in israel and
schoolman to the saints 1989 2935 biography
buice david chattanoogas
chattanoogan southern star mormon window on the south
1898 1900 1988 2825 history of the church
bullinger cara M death of a daughter 1989 294142 poetry
bullinger cara M elizabeth to zacharias 1984 242189 poetry
bullinger cara M emmaus 1988 28142 poetry
bullinger cara M forbidden glass 1986 26496 poetry
bullinger cara M going to grandmothers 1987 273196 poetry
bullinger cara M prophet 1985 25442 poetry
bullinger cara M resurrection morning 1984 242190 poetry
bunker gary L and davis bitton mesmerism and mormonism 1975
152146 joseph smith
burger warren E the role of the lawyer in modem society 1976
164501 political science and law
burgon glade review of geoffrey ashe camelot and the vision ofalbion
of albion
1973 134592 anthropology and archaeology history in general
burke lee H J reuben dark
clark jr under secretary of state 1973 133396
oark
biography political science and law
burket cherie L cycle of mothers and daughters 1990 301127 poetry
ppond
oni
ond and cabin 1969 92182
burnside
Bum side wesley A note on landscape with P
art and architecture
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burton dianne whitelock two dimensional world 1980 203284 art
drawings and engravings
burton robert P and bruce F webster some thoughts on higher
dimensional realms 1980 203281 philosophy and truth science
bushman claudia review of eugene england dialogues with myself and why
the church Is As true as the gospel 1986 263111 personal essays
bushman jess R Hut
tons uniformitarianism 1983 23141 science
buttons
bushman richard L the book of mormon and the american revolution
1976 1713 book of mormon
19761713
monnon persecutions in missouri 1833 1960 33111
bushman richard L mormon
111
iii
ill
missouri period
bushman richard L my belief 1985 25223 personal essays
bushman richard L what Is the proper role of the latter day saint with
respect to the constitution inspired constitution 1962 42158
political science and law
bushman richard L review of milton V backman jr american religions and
the rise of
mormonism 1966 72161 LDS religion and doctrine
ofmormonism
butler eliot everybody Is ignorant only on different subjects 1977
173275 education
cofr
butler terrell M unarmed descent the achievement of
ofrR D laing 1977
172211 literature and film
cammann schuyler the pair of japanese bronze lanterns at brigham young
university 1965 63135 art and architecture
campbell douglas nuclear war and computer generated nuclear alerts
1985 25177 war and peace
campbell eugene E authority conflicts in the mormon battalion 1968
82127 pioneer period
campbell eugene E the mormon gold mining mission of 1849 1959
2119 pioneer period
mormons and the donner party 1971 113307
campbell eugene E the cormons
pioneer period
campbell eugene E review of E B long the saints and the union utah
territory during the civil war 1982 224500 utah history
campbell eugene E review of elizabeth wood kane twelve mormon homes
visited in succession on a journey through utah to arizona 1975
154543 utah history
81
1981
campbell eugene E review of eugene england brother brigham 19
211125 biography
campbell eugene E review of 0 N malmquist the first 100 years A history
of the salt lake tribune 1871 1971 1971 121142 utah history
campbell eugene E review of ray C canning and beverly beeton the
genteel gentile letters of elizabeth gumming
cumming 1857 1858 1978
191127 historical documents
cannon donald Q angus M cannon and david whitmer A comment on
history and historical method 1980 203297 historical documents
history in general
cannon donald Q george Q cannon and the british mission 1987 27197
biography international church
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cannon donald Q the king follett discourse joseph smiths greatest
sermon in historical perspective 1978 182179 historical documents
LDS religion and doctrine nauvoo period
cannon donald Q licensing in the early church 1982 22196 church
administration historical documents
cannon donald Q thomas L kane meets the mormons
cormons
Mormons 1977 181126
biography pioneer period
cannon donald Q Tops
field massachusetts ancestral home of the prophet
topsfield
tapsfield
joseph smith 1973 14156 joseph smith
cannon donald Q review of george W givens in old nauvoo everyday life
in the city of ofjoseph
joseph and richard N holzapfel and T jeffery cottle old
mormon nauvoo 1839 1846 historic photographs and guide 1991
311113 nauvoo period
cannon donald Q review of hyrum M smith 111
III and scott G kenney from
prophet to son advice of joseph F smith to his missionary sons 1983
231126 LDS religion and doctrine
cannon donald Q review of keith and ann terry emma the dramatic
biography of emma smith 1981 213381 biography
cannon donald Q review of ray cole hillam ed by the hands of wise men
essays on the US constitution 1980 202219 political science and law
cannon donald Q review of richard lloyd anderson joseph smiths new
england heritage 1972 123327 joseph smith
cannon kenneth L 11
II A strange encounter the english courts and
mormon polygamy 1982 22173 international church political
science and law
cannon M hamlin review of P A M taylor expectations westward the
mormons
cormons and the emigration of their british converts in the nineteenth
century 1966 73236 pioneer period
cannon mark W the crusades against the masons catholics and cormons
mormons
Mormons
separate waves of a common current 1961 3223 political science
and

law

cannon mark W what Is the proper role of the latter day saint with respect
to the constitution the constitution and preservation of liberty 1962
42157 political science and law
card orson scott abel cain 1981 21136 poetry
card orson scott openings 1981 212187 poetry
carlyle thomas stump orator 1964 53230 literature and film
Bem hisel letter to brigham young 1982
cartwright james F john M bernhisel
223358 historical documents
catlin george big elk 1984 243282 art paintings and watercolors
cheesman paul R ancient writing in the americas 1972 13180 anthropology and archaeology book of mormon
cheesman paul R the wheel in ancient america 1969 92185 anthropology and archaeology book of mormon
cheney thomas E imagination and the souls immensity 1969 94407
literature and film
cheney thomas E mormon folk song and the fife collection 1960 3157
music
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child paul C physical beginnings of the church welfare program 1974
143383 church administration
christensen C C A the building of the temple 1983 234416 fol art
paintings and watercolors
christensen C C A crossing the mississippi on the ice 1983 234416 fol
art paintings and watercolors
christensen C C A emigrant ship 1983 234416 fol art paintings and
watercolors
christensen C C A the fine arts trans richard L jensen 1983 234404
art and architecture historical document
christensen C C A the first latter day saint settlement in missouri 1983
234416 fol art paintings and watercolors
christensen C C A the handcart company 1983 234416 fol art
paintings and watercolors
christensen C C A harvest time in ephraim 1983 234416 fol art
paintings and watercolors
christensen C C A immigration of the saints 1983 234416 fol art
paintings and watercolors
christensen C C A the manti temple 1983 234416 fol art paintings
and watercolors
christensen C C A missouri mobsters overcome by a storm 1974 144fc
art paintings and watercolors
christensen harold T the new morality research bases for decision in
todays world 1967 8123 psychology
christensen james C annunciation 1988 28236 art paintings and
watercolors
christensen james C aslan
asian in eden 1988 282bc art paintings and
watercolors
christensen james C benediction 1988 28234 art paintings and watercolors
christensen james C la duquesa 1988 28235 art paintings and watercolors
christensen james C pelican king 1988 282fc art paintings and
watercolors
christensen james C sisters 1988 28233 art paintings and watercolors
christensen james C sketches 1988
art
1988 28237 ann
ail paintings and watercolors
ant
alt
all
christensen james J calorimetry and metal binding in biology 1970
104391 science
christensen P A A land unpromised and unearned 1975 16181
literature and film
christian lewis clark
oark mormon foreknowledge of the west 1981 214403
dark
pioneer period
christiansen john R james T duke john F seggar and william D payne
student protests A threat and an appeal 1969 94421 education
political science and law
christianson james R humanity and practical christianity implications for a
worldwide church 1989 29135 international church LDS religion
and doctrine
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christmas R A to joseph smith 1964 6124 poetry
II 1985 251114
christy howard A company commander at an trach 11
poetry
clark bruce B the challenge and responsibility of the LDS teacher
oark
dark
1964 6125 education
clark
oark bruce B the spectrum of faith in victorian literature 1962 43183
dark
literature and film
clark
dark
oark bruce B thoughts on william wordsworth A commemorative essay
1970 102201 literature and film poetry
mark david L lehi and el nino A method of migration 1990 30357
clark
dark
book of mormon
clark dennis bread and water 1989 29134 poetry
oark
dark
clark
dark
oark dennis new name and blessing 1986 263110 poetry
clark
dark
oark harold glen review of stephen R covey spiritual roots of human
relations 1970 111108 LDS religion and doctrine
clark
clark
dark
oark J reuben jr the mark
dark memorandum on the monroe doctrine an
extract
1973 133453 historical documents
clark james R joseph smith and the lebolo egyptian papyri 1968 82195
oark
dark
pearl of great price
clark
dark
oark james R review of george reynolds and janne M sjodahl commentary
on the pearl of great price 1965 7183 pearl of great price
quest fot
mark james R review ofklaus
of klaus
clark
kiaus J hansen questfor
dark
for empire 1969 92225
pioneer period
clark
oark marden J astronomy 1967 816 poetry
dark
clark marden J black hole 1979 201106 poetry
oark
dark
clark
oark marden J christmas voices 1982 224483 poetry
dark
clark marden J for the earth 1985 251137 poetry
oark
dark
mark marden J in a word on easter 1974 143317 poetry
clark
dark
mark marden J late on fathers day 1965 63176 poetry
clark
dark
clark marden J late on mothers day 1962 42148 poetry
dark
clark
oark marden J liberating form 1974 15129 poetry
dark
clark marden J religious implications in the novels of robert penn warren
oark
dark
1961 4167 literature and film
clark marden J sonnet to peace 1967 8160 poetry
oark
dark
clark marden J sunset 1964 52104 poetry
oark
dark
clark
oark marden J too late on mothers day 1974 143315 poetry
dark
clark marden J to the baby we didnt even know we werent going to
oark
dark
have 1974 143318 poetry
19599 1121 literature
mark marden J the wages of sin in hawthorne 195
clark
dark
and film

clark
oark marden J review of monroe C beardsley et al history as a tool in
dark
critical interpretation A symposium ed thomas F rugh and erin R
silva 1979 192253 history in general
clement
dement russell T review of chad J flake ed A mormon bibliography
1830 1930 books pamphlets periodicals and Broad
sides relating to the
broadsides
mormonism 1979 194544 bibliography
first century of
ofmormonism
cline
dine
olne victor B review of rollo may psychology and the human dilemma
oine
1967
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coates lawrence G brigham young and mormon indian policies the
formative period 1836 1851 1978 183428 utah history
mormans and indians in nebraska
monnons
coates lawrence G cultural conflict mormons
1984

243275 pioneer period

coates lawrence G
1976

171114 pioneer period

coates lawrence G
1981

george catlin brigham young and the plains indians

cormons and indians in iowa
refugees meet the mormons

214491 pioneer period

coates lawrence G review of kendall A blanchard the economics of
cavajos 1981
sainthood religious change among the rimrock navajos
1981
211123 anthropology and archaeology
coles christie lund days end 1959 2132 poetry
coles christie lund years passing 1979 20137 poetry
previsions
collings michael R previsions of the restoration the poetry of henry
vaughan 1982 223279 literature and film poetry
collins bessie F
R the climate of singing 1961 3350 poetry
cormons in
conkling J christopher members without a church japanese mormons
japan from 1924 to 1948 1975 152191 international church
cook lyndon W the apostle peter and the kirtland temple 1975
154550 kirtland period temple
brother joseph Is truly a wonderful man he Is all we
cook lyndon W
could wish a prophet to be pre 1844 letters of william law 1980
202207 historical documents
cook lyndon W I have sinned against heaven and am unworthy of your
confidence but 1I cannot live without a reconciliation thomas B marsh
returns to the church 1980 204389 biography nauvoo period
1

pioneer period
cook lyndon W isaac galland mormon benefactor 1979 193261
biography
mormans
monnons
Mon
Mor mons
nons 1979 192247
cook lyndon W james arlington bennet and the mormons
historical documents nauvoo period
cook lyndon W lyman sherman man of god would be apostle 1978
191121 biography
cook lyndon W A more virtuous man never existed on the footstool
of the great jehovah george miller on joseph smith 1979 193402
joseph smith
cook lyndon W william law nauvoo dissenter 1982 22147 biography
nauvoo period
cooley everett L A brigham young letter to george Q cannon 1859
1985 253106 brigham young historical documents
cooley everett L the frederick kesler collection 1973 132223 bibliography historical documents pioneer period
copley ellen and scott H duvall mormon bibliography 1990 1991
31387 bibliography
cornwall rebecca and leonard J arrington perpetuation of a myth mormon
danites in five western novels 1840 90 1983 232147 literature
canites
and
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cornwall rebecca and richard F palmer me
the religious and family background
1978 183286 biography brigham young
of brigham young 1978183286
corry
cony
cont iris parker another home 1975 153308 poetry
corry
cony iris parker mormon shade 1975 153308 poetry
cowan richard 00. advice from a prophet take time out 1976 163415
LDS religion and doctrine
cowan richard 00. mischa markow mormon missionary to the balkans
1970 11192 biography international church
cowan richard 00. the priesthood auxiliary movement 1928 1938 1978
191106 church administration
cox paul alan incommunicado 1988 28143 personal essays
cracroft richard H distorting polygamy for fun and profit artemus ward
cormons
and mark twain among the mormons
Mormons 1974 142272 literature and

film
cracroft richard H the gentle blasphemer mark twain holy scripture and
the book of mormon 1971 112119 book of mormon literature and
film
cracroft richard H liverpool 1856 nathaniel hawthorne meets orson pratt
1968 83270 international church literature and film
cracroft richard H love at home and peace abroad A breakfast conversation between frieda and craig 1985 251159 short stories
modem times the home literature
cracroft richard H nephi seer of modern
novels of nephi anderson 1985 2523 biography literature and
film
cracroft richard H review of eugene england and dennis mark
clark
dark eds harvest
of contemporary mormon poems 1990 302119 poetry
cracroft richard H review of gerald N lund pillar of light A historical
novel vol 1I of the work and the glory 1991 31377
31377 literature and
film
cracroft richard H review of harold schindler orrin porter rockwell man of
god son of thunder 1984 243389 biography
cracroft richard H review of
kari heinz schnibbe with alan F keele and
karl
oskari
ofkari
karlheinz
douglas F tobler the price 1985 253132 biography international
church
cracroft richard H review of kenneth W godfrey audrey M godfrey and
jill mulvay derr eds womens voices an untold history of the latter
day saints 1830 1900 1983 232241 women
84 242243
1984
cracroft richard H review of marilyn brown goodbye hello 19
literature and film
cracroft richard H review of samuel W taylor heaven knows why 1979
201124 literature and film
cranach lucas the elder martin luther 1983 232133 art paintings and
watercolors
crawley peter L A bibliography of the church of jesus christ of latter day
1972 124465 bibliography
saints in new york ohio and missouri 1972124465
crawley peter L the constitution of the state of
ofdeseret
deseret 1989 2947
historical documents pioneer period
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crawley peter L two rare missouri documents 1974 144502 historical
documents missouri period
crawley peter L review of thomas E cheney the golden legacy A folk
1975 153382 biography
history oft golden kimball 1975153382
crawley peter L and richard L anderson the political and social realities
of zions camp 1974 144406 missouri period
cronin gloria L the magic and mundanity eileen kumps bread and
stones 1984 242163 literature and film short
milk and other stories
stories
cross frank moore new directions in the study of the dead sea scrolls
1985 2533 dead sea scrolls
culmsee carlton poetry in the free world 1961 413 literature and film
poetry
culmsee carlton satan on the hearth 1968 84383 literature and film
culmsee carlton review of clinton F larson the mantle of the prophet and
other plays 1967 81108 drama and dancing
cundick robert the gentle way lyrics by edward L hart 1970 102199
music
cuthbert derek A church growth in the british isles 1937 1987 1987
27213 international church
darc james V darryl F zanucks brigham young A film in context
1989 2915 brigham young literature and film
dahl lois
lols gardner my childhood home 1985 253104 poetry
lots
dahl paul E all Is well
the story of the hymn that went around the
world 1981 214515 music
dalton robert 00. snake A moment of consciousness 1962 43243
literature and film poetry
baolee at Alla
habad engraved by J redaway 1988 28158
daniell william baglee
allahabad
art drawings and engravings
daniell william hindmo
hindoo maidens floating lamps engraved by J stephinson
1988 28151 art drawings and engravings
daniell william the mausoleum ofnizam ud deen oulea delhi engraved by
T higham 1988 28170 art drawings and engravings
daniell william mountain scene in the north of india engraved by J C
armytage
Army
tage 1988 28152 art drawings and engravings
armitage
daniell william A mountain village engraved by T james 1988 28172
art drawings and engravings
daniell william women at the well engraved by W wetherhead 1988
28168 art drawings and engravings
dant doris R gary ernest smith invitation to the viewer 1991 31429
art and architecture
dant doris R J roman andrus extending the senses 1991 313128 art
and architecture
dant doris R max D weaver 1991 311101 art and architecture
dant doris R nancy wiest nay calligrapher 1991 312192 art and
architecture
darais alex B dark continent 1985 251156 art paintings and watercolors
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davidson karen lynn review of eileen gibbons kump bread and milk and
other stones
stories 1981 213379 short stories
davies J kenneth growing union power A subject revisited 1966
73193 political science and law
davies J kenneth reaganomics and the supply side A rationale 1982
224425 political science and law
davies john fires 1987 273138 poetry
davies john snow 1989 29166 poetry
gottem
g6ttern gleich ich nicht the nature of faults
davis garold N den gettem
fausts
salvation 1985 25313 literature and film
fisherman 1967 8136 poetry
davis harrison Fi
shennan
de jong gerrit jr an approach to modernity in art 1959
1959 2133
2133 art and
architecture literature and film
de jong gerrit jr review ofbruce
of bruce B oark
clark
dark and robert K thomas out of the
best books vol I1 1965 7185 literature and film
ofmormonism in french literature part 1I 1974
decoo wilfried the image of
mormonism
142157 drama and dancing literature and film
II
ism in french literature part 11
mormonism
decoo wilfried the image of Monnon
1976 162265 drama and dancing literature and film
decoo wilfried mormonism in a european catholic region A contribution to
LDS converts 1984 24161 psychology
the social psychology of
oflds
oflas
monnon explorer 1972 122147
dees harry C george W bean early mormon
biography utah history
dehoyos genevieve and arturo dehoyos the search for virtus et veritas
through an inspired scientific method 1987 27439 philosophy and

truth
delacroix eugene the wager 1985 25312 art drawings and engravings
dennis ronald D the reverend W R davies vs captain dan jones 1987
27253 international church LDS religion and doctrine
dennis ronald D trans the martyrdom of joseph smith and his brother
hyrum by dan jones 1984 24178 historical documents joseph smith
derr C brooklyn managing conflict in the restored church 1972 123279
sociology and behavior
comans
Wo mans place in brigham youngs world 1978
derr jill mulvay womans
183377 brigham young women
devitry smith john william james barratt the first mormon down under
1988 28353 biography international church
devitry smith john the wreck of the julia ann 1989 2925 international
church
ofjehanghirs palace delhi from a sketch by
dibdin T C baoli
babli and remains of
jehanghirs
thomas bacon engraved by capone 1988 28156 art drawings and
engravings
ditsky john A scarcity 1983 234466 poetry
donaldson david M p lysin 1975 1615 science
Widt soe the message of the doctrine and
doxey roy W review of john A widtsoe
covenants 1969 94510 doctrine and covenants
dredge C paul review of spencer J palmer the church encounters asia
1970 111104 international church
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cormons 1968 83325 literature and
Mormons
dunn richard J dickens and the mormons
film
durham G homer john jay and the judicial power 1976 163349 political
science and law
durham G homer reminiscences of a trip to cedar breaks 1966 73200
biography personal essays
durham reed C jr the election day battle at gallatin 1972 13136
missouri period political science and law war and peace
durham reed C jr the iowa experience A blessing in disguise 1981

214463 pioneer period
durham reed C jr joseph smiths own story of a serious childhood
illness 1970 104480 joseph smith
durham reed C jr review of ivan J barrett joseph smith and the restoration
1968 83342 history of the church joseph smith
monnon bibliography 1981 1982 222227 bibliography
duvall scott H mormon
duvall scott H mormon bibliography 1982 1983 232211 bibliography
duvall scott H mormon bibliography 1984 1985 25251 bibliography
duvall scott H mormon bibliography 1985 1986 26257 bibliography
duvall scott H mormon bibliography 1986 1987 27455 bibliography
duvall scott H mormon bibliography 1987 1988 28381 bibliography
duvall scott H mormon bibliography 1988 1989 29379 bibliography
duvall scott H mormon bibliography 1989 1990 304125 bibliography
duvall scott H and barbara S ballantyne mormon bibliography 1983
1984 242209 bibliography
duvall scott H and scott C dunn mormon bibliography 1979 1980 1981

212225 bibliography
dyer alvin R education moving toward and under the law of consecration
1969 1014 church administration education LDS religion and
doctrine
dyer elaine D mary A monson and maxine J cope increasing the quality
of patient care through performance counseling and written goal setting
1975 16193 education psychology
dyer william G congruence and control 1975 16112 sociology and
behavior
dyer william G review of neal A maxwell A more excellent way 1968
84463 LDS religion and doctrine
easton susan W suffering and death on the plains of iowa 1981 214431
pioneer period
eaton valoy day of the lamanite 1971 112151 art paintings and
watercolors
eaton valoy A note on day of the lamanite 1971 112150 art and
architecture
edwards paul the sweet singer of israel david hyrum smith 1972
122171 biography poetry
edwards richard buddhist imagery 1971 12155 art and architecture
art sculptures and carvings
ehat andrew F it seems like heaven began on earth joseph smith and the
constitution of the kingdom of god 1980 203253 church administration
tration historical documents joseph smith
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ehat andrew K
F trans and ed they might have known that he was not a
fallen prophet the nauvoo journal of joseph fielding 1979
192133 historical documents nauvoo period
ellern
eliem ahoran zion in the far west 1977 181119 pioneer period
ellem
ellsworth paul D mobocracy and the rule of law american press reaction
to the murder of joseph smith 1979 20171 joseph smith
ellsworth richard G the dilemma of a pernicious zion 1968 84407
biography pioneer period
ellsworth richard G golgothas dawn comes ever slow 1982 222214
poetry
ellsworth richard G
dancing
ellsworth richard G

larson

1983

pro mormon drama

1972 123336 drama and
1972123336

romaunt of the rose A tapestry of poems by clinton F

23167 poetry

ellsworth S george review of james B alien
ailen and glen M leonard the story
allen
of the latter day saints 1977 172241 history of the church
ellsworth S george review of richard D poll history and faith reflections
of a mormon historian 1990 30194 history in general
embry jessie L missionaries for the dead the story of the genealogical
missionaries of the nineteenth century 1977 173355 church
administration
embry jessie L review of susan evans mccloud not in vain the inspiring
story of
ellis shipp pioneer woman doctor 1985 253128 biography
odellis
ofellis
embry jessie L review of A woman s choices the relief society legacy
lectures 1986 26296 women
empey lamar
cormons 1959 1169
lamartT review of thomas F odea the mormons
sociology and behavior
enders donald L A dam for nauvoo an attempt to industrialize the city
1978
1978 182246 nauvoo period
enders donald L plotting the city beautiful A historical and archaeological
glimpse of nauvoo streets 1979 193409 anthropology and archaeology nauvoo period
enders donald L the steamboat maid of iowa mormon mistress of the
mississippi 1979 193321 nauvoo period
england eugene beyond jack fiction recent achievement in the mormon
novel review essay on levi S peterson the backslider linda sillitoe
sideways to the sun and orson scott card seventh son 1988 28297
literature and film
Brig hams gospel kingdom 1978 183328 biography
england eugene brighams
brigham young
monnon literature after 150
england eugene the dawning of a brighter day mormon
years 19
1982
82 222131
222131 literature and film
monnon response to
england eugene fasting and food not weapons A mormon
conflict 1985 251141 war and peace
england eugene hugh nibley as cassandra review essay on hugh W nibley
since cumorah approaching zion and warfare and the book of
mormon in warfare
Warfiare in the book ofmormon
304104 book of
of mormon 1990 304104
mormon
monnon LDS religion and doctrine war and peace
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england eugene kinsman 1981
214488 poetry
1981214488
england eugene making the porch 1983 232180 poetry
england eugene A modem acts of the apostles 1840 mormon literature in
the making 1987 27279 historical documents international church
literature and film
england eugene perfection and progression two complementary ways to
talk about god 1989 29331 god and jesus christ LDS religion and
doctrine
england eugene A small and piercing voice the sermons of spencer W
1985 25477 biography literature and film
kimball 198525477
england eugene review of
levi S peterson the canyons of grace 1983
oflevi
231121 short stories
england eugene review of richard H cracroft and neal E lambert A believing people literature 0off the latter day saints 1975 153365 literature
and film

england eugene review of thomas F rogers gods fools plays of mitigated
1986
86 263114 drama and dancing
conscience 19
england eugene and charles D tate jr review of edward L kimball
and andrew E kimball jr spencer W kimball 1978 184591
biography
england eugene ed george laubs nauvoo journal 1978 182151
historical documents nauvoo period
england karin anderson review of linda sillitoe windows on the sea and
other stories 1991 31382 short stories
epperson steven review of dan vogel ed the word of god essays on
mormon scripture 1991 31366 LDS religion and doctrine
esplin ronald K brigham young and the priesthood denial to the blacks
an alternative view 1979 193394 brigham young LDS religion
and doctrine
esplin ronald K from the rumors to the records historians and the sources
for brigham young 1978 183453 bibliography biography
esplin ronald K inside brigham young abrahamic tests as preparation for
leadership 1980 203300 brigham young historical documents
esplin ronald K joseph brigham and the twelve A succession of continuity 1981 213301 brigham young church administration nauvoo
period
esplin ronald K life in nauvoo june 1844 vilate Kim
kimballs
balls martyrdom
letters 1979 192231 historical documents nauvoo period women
esplin ronald K sickness and faith nauvoo letters 1975 154425
historical documents nauvoo period
evanoff alexander the pardoner as huckster A dissent from kittredge
1962 43209 literature and film
evans david on belay 1961 3314 poetry
1 100
evans max J the stephen post collection 1973 14
loo bibliography
141100
historical documents
evenson william E review of freeman dyson weapons and hope and leon
wieseltier nuclear war nuclear peace 1985 251182 war and
peace
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evenson william E review of wilford M hess raymond T matheny and
donlu D thayer vol 2 eds science and religion toward a more
conlu
useful dialogue vols 1 and 2 1980 203313 science
1971
fairbank
fail
fall
fali bank john K the peoples republic communist or chinese
1971
12123 political science and law
fairbanks J B an aspen grove 1990 304
304fc art paintings and watercolors
farmer gladys C review of paris anderson waiting
waitingfor
walting
tor
for the flash 1990
302116 literature and film
farmer james L biological effects of nuclear war 1985 25193 science
war and peace
farnsworth lee W china and japan an analysis of conflict 1965 63139
political science and law war and peace
farnsworth lee W the rift widens sino soviet competition in the underde66 72129 political science and law war and
1966
veloped areas 19
peace
timpano gos valley of the great salt lake 1971
fay A fort utah on the timpanogos
1971
122fc art drawings and engravings
felt paul E and S lyman tyler the institute of american indian studies at
brigham young university 1964 6152 brigham young university
fielding R kent carl becker and the historian as priest and prophet 1959
11159
159 history in general
fielding R kent review of jacques barzun the house of intellect 1960
22268 education
monnon personality
fife austin E folk elements in the formation of the mormon
1959 2211
11 sociology and behavior
fife austin E letter to thomas E cheney 1961 33105 literature and

film
firmage edwin brown the judicial campaign against polygamy and the
enduring legal questions 1987 27391 pioneer period
firmage edwin brown violence and the gospel the teachings of the old
testament the new testament and the book of mormon 1985 25131
LDS religion and doctrine war and peace
firmage edwin brown and christopher L blakesley J reuben dark
mark
clark jr law
and international order 1973 133273 biography political science
and law war and peace
monnon bibliography 1962 1962 5145 bibliography
flake chad J mormon
flake chad J mormon bibliography 1963 1964 53241 bibliography
flake chad J mormon bibliography 1964 1965 63171 bibliography
flake chad J mormon bibliography 1965 1966 73225 bibliography
flake chad J mormon bibliography 1966 1967 1968 83335 bibliography
flake chadj
chada
chadJ mormon bibliography 1968 1969 94463 bibliography
monnon bibliography 1969 1970 102233 bibliography
flake chad J mormon
flake chad J mormon bibliography 1970 1971 112200 bibliography
flake chad J mormon bibliography 1971 1972 123292 bibliography
flake chad J mormon bibliography 1972 1973 134577 bibliography
flake chad J mormon bibliography 1973 1974 144528 bibliography
mormon bibliography 1974 1975 154527 bibliography
flake chad J monnon
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flake
flake
flake
flake
flake
flake

mormon
mormon
mormon
monnon
mormon
mormon

chad J
chad J
chad J
chad J
chad J
chad J

bibliography 1975 1976
bibliography 1976 1977
bibliography 1977 1978
1078 1979
bibliography 1978
bibliography 1979 1980
the newell K whitney collection
documents
flake chad J A note on reviewing books 1974

163419 bibliography
61 bibliography
173361
1733
184568 bibliography
20
1111 bibliography
201111
204417 bibliography
1971 114322 historical

lili

151118 literature and

film
davis bitton guide to mormon diaries and autobiogofdavis
flake chad J review of
1978 184587 bibliography
raphies 1978184587
mckeeman
mckieman alma R blair and paul M
flake chad J review of
offF mark Mc
Kieman
edwards eds the restoration movement essays in mormon history
1975 153372 history in general history of the church
flake chad J review of special collections department merrill library utah
state university name index to the library of congress collection of
mormon diaries 1972 123319 bibliography
monnon mission 1979 20194
flake lawrence R A shaker view of a mormon
historical documents new york period
flammer philip M communist propaganda in south vietnam 1973
132206 political science and law war and peace
fletcher dale T A note on baling hay at ganado 1968 84424 art and
architecture
fletcher dale T A note on first snow leonia
leonid 1968 82144 art and
architecture
fletcher dale T A note on in the sun 1969 94470 art and architecture
7965 1970 104454 art
fletcher dale T A note on provo temple site 1968
and architecture
fletcher dale T A note on sawing wood 1967 8146 fol art and architecture
tec ture
fletcher dale T A note on the hudson from heine cooks 1968 83308
art and architecture
fletcher dale T provo temple site 1968 1970 104455 art paintings and
watercolors
flinders neil J review of joel A carpenter and kenneth W shipps making
higher education christian the history and mission of evangelical
colleges in america 1988 284107 education
flinders
hinders neil J review of william G dyer the sensitive manipulator 1973
134587 sociology and behavior
foster lucien temple on the hill 1983 233100 photographs
fraughton edward J spencer W kimball 1985 25472 art sculptures and
carvings
freeman john P march 1986 26164 poetry
freeman john P my great aunts cemetery 1986 26362 poetry
friedman milton the fragility of freedom 1976 164561 political science
and law

frietzsche arthur H
1961
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fuerstner carl valse from little dance suite opus 39 1961 3250 music
gardner john PL
H review of henry eyring the faith of a scientist 1968
84468 science
gardner john H review of howard M bahr bruce A chadwick and darwin L
thomas eds population resources and the future non malthusian
perspective 1973 134594 sociology and behavior
garrett H dean review of robert L millet and kent P jackson eds the
doctrine and covenants vol 1 of studies in scripture 1986 263119
doctrine and covenants
gassman byron religious attitudes in the world of humphry clinker 1965
6265 literature and film sociology and behavior
geary edward A confessions of a chameleon 1991 31415 brigham
young university
geary edward A mormondoms
Mormon doms lost generation the novelists of the 1940s
1977 18189 literature and film
geary edward A review of donald R marshall zinnie stokes zinnie stokes
1984 242249 literature and film
geary edward A review of douglas H thayer summer fire 1984 242250
literature and film
geary edward A review of gary B peterson and lowell C bennion sanpete
scenes A guide to utahs heart 1988 282116 utah history
geary edward A review of orson scott card A woman of destiny 1984
242246 literature and film
geary edward A review of truman G madsen and charles D tate jr eds
to the glory of god mormon essays on great issues 1972 123321
LDS religion and doctrine
geddes david D the sheriff of powder river 1964 5295 short stories
gentry leland H adam ondi ahman A brief historical survey 1973
134553 missouri period
gentry leland H the danite band of 1838 1974144421
1974 144421 missouri
period
gentry leland H the land question at adam ondi ahman 1986 26245
missouri period
gentry leland H the mormon way stations garden grove and mt pisgah
1981 214445 pioneer period
gentry leland H what of the lectures on faith 1978 1915 kirtland
period
germino dante review of louis C midgley beyond human nature the
contemporary debate over moral natural law 1969 101118 philosophy and

truth

gibbons eileen salt water sunday 1960 3121 short stories
gibson M carl background to the theory of arabic origins 1962 43219
history in general
gibson M carl spanish academies of the golden age 1964 53169
education
gislebertus three kings 1974 15142 art sculptures and carvings
Gislebertus
gledhill preston R VB
JB successful theatre versus godless theology 1961
329 drama and dancing
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godfrey kenneth W charles W penrose the english mission years 1987
271113 biography international church
godfrey kenneth W A new look at the alleged little known discourse by
joseph smith 1968 9149 historical documents joseph smith
godfrey kenneth W A note on the nauvoo library and literary institute
1974 143386 nauvoo period
godfrey kenneth W the road to carthage led west 1968 82204
nauvoo period
godfrey kenneth W some thoughts regarding an unwritten history of
nauvoo 1975 154417 nauvoo period
godfrey kenneth W the zelph story 1989 29231 historical
documents
godfrey kenneth W review of lowell L bennion the best of
lowell L
oflowell
bennion selected writings 1928 1988 1988 284110 LDS religion
and doctrine
godfrey kenneth W review of robert H malan B H roberts A biography
1967 81103 biography
godfrey kenneth W review of S george ellsworth samuel claridge pioneering the outposts of
zion 1990 30197 biography
ofzion
ill
iii one hundred steps down
W earl men
godfrey kenneth W review of
merrill
menill
ofw
ofa
mesas past 1973 134597 utah history
golightly max C miss helen 1961 328 poetry
1962
golightly max C proper names in plays by chance or design
5133 drama and dancing
grandstaff mark R review of kenneth H winn exiles in a land of liberty
1 100
mormons in america 1830 1846 1990 30
cormons
loo nauvoo period
301100
grandstaff mark R review of leonard J arrington ed with thomas G
alexander donald Q cannon richard H cracroft and neal A lambert
prom
voices
from the past diaries journals and autobiographies 1983
voicesfrom
234502 historical documents
grandstaff mark R review of marvin S hill questfor
quest for refuge the mormon
1 100
loo history of the church
flightfrom
flight from
301100
trom american pluralism 1990 30
grandstaff mark R review of samuel W taylor and raymond W taylor the
john taylor papers records of the last utah pioneer vol 1 1836 1877
1877 1887 the president 1986 263120
the apostle and vol 221877
historical documents utah period
grandstaff mark R and milton V backman jr the social origins of the
cormons
Mormons 1990 30247 kirtland period sociology and
kirtland mormons
behavior
green arnold H A survey of LDS proselyting efforts to the jewish people
1968 84427 international church sociology and behavior
green john A french reaction to shakespeare 1968 82147 literature
and film
green john A marcel schwob and the talking machine A tale Aa la poe
via thomas A edison 1964 6141 literature and film
green jon D review of laurel B andrew the early temples of the mormons
cormons
1979 193422 temple
gregory thomas J sidney rigdon post nauvoo 1981 21151 biography
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greswick T jumnoutri and the cone himala
aimala mountains from a sketch by
Appleton 1988 28174 art drawings
thomas bacon engraved by J appleton1988
and engravings
greswick T peer putteh
kutteh gate gamlghur
gawilghur from a sketch by meadows taylor
engraved by W and E finden 1988 28182 art drawings and
engravings
greswick T ruins between futtehpore akiri
skiri and biana from a sketch by
thomas bacon engraved by E finden 1988 28162 art drawings
and engravings
grey alan H and russell N horiuchi A geographic view of the sino soviet
dispute 1966 72103 political science and law war and peace
griggs C wilfred the book of mormon as an ancient book 1982 223259
book of mormon
griggs C wilfred early british christianity 1989 29147 christian
theology
groberg joseph H the mormon Disfranchise
disfranchisements
ments of 1882 to 1892 1976
163399 pioneer period utah history
grover mark L review of frederick S williams and frederick G williams
from acorn to oak tree A personal history of the establishment and
first quarter development of the south american missions 1988
282119 international church
grow stewart L the institute of government service 1964 6155
brigham young university
gunter patricia E judah 1982 221106 poetry
gusmand A danite sacred murder 1974 142171 art drawings and
engravings see also 31297
guymon wayne an old woman clipping her nails an ethics by
rembrandt 1972 123278 poetry
hafen bruce C bicentennial reflections on the media and the first amendment 1987 273171 history in general political science and law
hafen leroy R joys of discovery historical research and writing 1966
73171 history in general
hale van the doctrinal impact of the king follett discourse 1978 182209
god and jesus christ LDS religion and doctrine nauvoo period
hales robert D the british contribution to the restored gospel 1987
27113 international church LDS religion and doctrine
hall douglas kent james joyce at 71 rue du cardinal lemoine 1961
3343 literature and film
hall H tracy polymorphism and high pressure 1964 53139 science
hall H tracy sintered diamonds 1975 16143 science
1987 27266 poetry
hall randall L the bells of malvern 198727266
hall randall L the bier of autumn 1982 224466 poetry
hall randall L fire in winter 1982 221108 poetry
hall randall L gadfield elm chapel 1987 27212 poetry
hall randall L laman struggles towards morning 1990 303110 poetry
hall randall L my body all in stars 1983 23140 poetry
hall randall L poem for thomas morgan after attending a temple session
1989
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randall L the river sidon 1990 303143 poetry
randall L saints and dancers 1983 232166 poetry
randall L seeds of fire 1987 27296 poetry
randall L A stirring to remembrance 1990 30388 poetry
randall L the taciturn phylactery 1983 234460 poetry
randall L to see thy face 1979 194446 poetry
randall L white birds 1981 214490 poetry
randall L review of
oflarry
larry E morris the edge of the reservoir 1989
292111 literature and film
1 100
haltem hagen G wartime 1985 25
loo art drawings and engravings
251100
hamblin laura AM revelation 1988 28228 poetry
hamblin laura unto tarshish 1990 30232 poetry
hanks marion D thoughts on the 150th anniversary of the church in the
british isles 1987 2723 history in general international church
literature and film personal essays
hansen george H review of utah geological survey new geologic map of utah
1964 53251 utah history
hansen klaus the political kingdom of god as a cause for mormon gentile
conflict 1960 22241 political science sociology and behavior utah
history
dallin H oaks and marvin S hill carthage conhansen klaus review of
ofdallin
sp iracy the trial of the accused assassins of joseph smith 1976
spiracy
163438 nauvoo period
strang transcribed and annotated
tames J strong
hansen klaus review of the diary ofjames
of james
by mark A strang 1962 42178 historical documents history in
general
hansen ralph mormon bibliography 1960 1961 3351 bibliography
hansen ralph mormon bibliography 1961 1962 42133 bibliography
cannon excitement in the classroom 1969 10123 education
hardy B carmon
ailen trials of discipleship the story
allen
hardy B cannon review of james B alien
of william clayton a mormon 1988 283110 biography
levala in the composition of long
kalevala
hardy douglas influence of finnish Ka
1962
62 42140 literature and film
fellows song of hiawatha 19
1830
Pre
harrell charles R the development of the doctrine of preexistence
existence
1844 1988 28275 LDS religion and doctrine
harrell charles R review of brent L top the life before 1990 301108
LDS religion and doctrine
cormons and
cormons
warfront
Mormons on the War
harris claudia W mormons
front the protestant mormons
monnone of northern ireland 1990 3047 international
monnons
cormons
catholic mormons
church war and peace
harris james R changes in the book of moses and their implications upon
a concept of revelation 1968 84361 pearl of great price
harris james R eternal progression and the foreknowledge of god 1967
8137 god and jesus christ LDS religion and doctrine
harris james R review of jay M todd the saga of the book of abraham
1969 101125 pearl of great price
harris james R review of thomas A curtis and jeffrey hill the pearl of
great price comprehensive concordance 1975 1533
80 pearl of
153380
great price

hall
hall
hall
hall
hall
hall
hall
hall
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cormons
Mormons in victorian manchester 1987 27147 internaharris jan G mormons
tional church
valants 1978 202150 poetry
ambivalants
harris john B the Ambi
harris john B just for a moment 1964 53168 poetry
clark tanner A mormon mother an autobiogharris john B review of annie dark
oark
raphy 1974 143396 biography women
harris john B review of clinton F larson the lord of experience 1968

82240 poetry
harris john B trans ibsen on art article by henrik ibsen 1961 4143
art and architecture
harris john B trans the theater article by henrik ibsen 1961 4151
drama and dancing
harris john sterling the age of wonders 1990 30458 poetry
harris john sterling alkali 1984 243337 poetry
harris john sterling benjamin 1984 242150 poetry
harris john sterling excavation 1987 27390 poetry
harris john sterling grasshoppers 1984 243340 poetry
harris john sterling hay derrick 1974 142270 poetry
harris john sterling hotblood 1989 29369 poetry
harris john sterling lombardy poplars 1988 28328 poetry
harris john sterling rattler 1990 30457 poetry
harris john sterling reversion 1985 25366 poetry
harris john sterling tag ID 1965 62100 poetry
harris john sterling tracks 1984 243338 poetry
harris john sterling the world of men 1990 30420 poetry
harrison J A review of spencer J palmer ed and comp korean american
relations vol 2 1964 52129 sociology and behavior
hart edward L depletion 1981 214440 poetry
hart edward L the gentle way music by robert cundick 1970 102199

hart
hart

hart
hart
hart
hart
hart
hart
hart
hart
hart
hart

poetry
edward L home and office 1982 224440 poetry
edward L japanese and english poetry some similarities and differences 1968 9117 literature and film poetry
edward L john hyde jr an earlier view 1976 162305 biography historical documents
edward L the need beyond reason 1976 164517 LDS religion
and doctrine
edward L ode to isis 1986 264106 poetry
edward L on listening to jorge luis borges 1973 132135 poetry
edward L the transformations of love 1982 224467 literature
and film poetry
edward L unconquerable 1989 292128 poetry
edward L the wasatch 1988 281131 poetry
edward L when all has been given 1961 3254 poetry
edward L writing the most hazardous craft 1986 26381 literature and film
edward L review of carol lynn pearson beginnings 1968 83346
poetry
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hart patricia

at the heart of the labyrinth

1981 213373 short stories
florence fitout of 1861 1984 243341

hartley william G the great
pioneer period
in order to be in fashion 1I am called on a mission
hartley william G
wilford woodruffe
woodruffs parting letter to emma as he joins the under1 110
1974 15
ground
151110
iio historical documents
ilo
19799
bishop and the move Ssouth 197
hartley william G the miller the B
ishop
20199 pioneer period
hartley william G ordained and acting teachers in the lesser priesthood
1851 1883
1976 163375 church administration pioneer period
hartley william G the priesthood reform movement 1908 1922 1973
132137 church administration
hartley william G the priesthood reorganization of 1877 brigham
youngs last achievement 1979 2013 brigham young church
administration
hartley william G saints and the san francisco earthquake 1983 234430
history of the church
hartley william G review of conway B sonne saints on the seas A maritime
history of mormon migration 1985 25286 pioneer period
hartley william G review of T edgar lyon jr john lyon the life of a
pioneer poet 1990 30492 biography
1983 232198 poetry
hatch orrin G silver fish
fish1983
hawkins lisa bolin from an english major teaching law 1987 27310
poetry
heaton tim B stan L albrecht and J randal johnson the making of british
saints in historical perspective 1987 272119 sociology and behavior
oks 1970 11132 poetry
Gro
hein piet grooks
brooks
heiner ronald A the necessity of a sinless messiah 1982 2215 god and
jesus christ LDS religion and doctrine
melons alma 32 and the experimental
watermelons
hepworth joseph thomas Water
method 1983 234497 book of mormon LDS religion and doctrine
1961 3241
heuston dustin theodore dreiser naturalist or theist
literature and film
hickman josiah E the banishment of the mormon people 1971 113311
historical documents history of the church
years some insights 1973
ambassadoriafyears
hickman martin B the ambassadorial
133405 biography
hickman martin B josiah hickman A student defends the faith 1970
11199 biography
hickman martin B J reuben oark
clark jr the constitution and the great
dark
fundamentals 1973 133255 political science and law
clark
hickman martin B and ray cole hillam J reuben dark
oark jr political
isolationism revisited 1973 133426 biography political science
and law
hicks michael

monnon creed 1986
minding business A note on the mormon
264125 history of the church LDS religion and doctrine music
hicks michael strains which will not soon be allowed to die
the stranger and carthage jail 1983 234389 music
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hicks michael review of karen lynn davidson our latter day hymns
the stories and the messages 1988 282120 music
hicks michael review of kenner casteel kartchner frontier fiddler the life
of a northern arizona pioneer 1990 30496 music
hildreth steven A the first presidency statement on MX in perspective

222215 war and peace
hill douglas the other presences in irish life and literature 1964 6135
literature and film
hill douglas A photographic essay on the old lower BYU campus 1969
1 17 brigham young university photographs
10
10117
hill douglas the sun jewels 1959 2142 poetry
hill douglas yeats and the invisible people of ireland 1965 7161
literature and film
hill marvin S joseph smith and the 1826 trial new evidence and new
difficulties 1972 122223 joseph smith new york period
hill marvin S joseph smith the man some reflections on a subject of
controversy 1981 212175 joseph smith
hill marvin S money digging folklore and the beginnings of mormonism
an interpretive suggestion 1984 244473 joseph smith
hill marvin S the shaping of the mormon mind in new england and new
york 1969 93351 new york period
hill marvin S review of dean C jessee comp and ed the personal
writings of joseph smith 1985 253117 historical documents
1982

joseph smith
hill marvin S review of ernest L wilkinson and W cleon skousen brigham
young university A school of destiny 1976 171124 brigham young
university
on orson hyde 1978
barron
ban
hill marvin S review of howard H banon
184585
1978184585
biography
ofrodger
hill marvin S review of
rodger 1I anderson joseph smiths new york
reputation reexamined 1990 30470 new york period
hill marvin S C keith rooker and larry T wimmer the kirtland economy
revisited A market critique of sectarian economics 1977 174391
kirtland period
gadianton robbers and protracted war 1975
hillam ray cole the Gadianton
152215 book of mormon war and peace
hillam ray cole key issues in the development of the sino soviet dispute
1966 7295 political science and law war and peace
hillam ray cole the postwar appeal of communism in malaya vietnam and
the philippines 1965 63153 political science and law
hillam ray cole what guns bombs and lives have not purchased the
frustration of vietnam 1967 8147 war and peace
hillam ray cole review of gordon C thomasson ed war conscription
conscience and mormonism 1971 121131 war and peace
mormons
Mormons and foreign policy
hillam ray cole and david M andrews cormons
1985 25157 international church war and peace
hillam ray cole et al panel discussion on J reuben clark
mark jr november
dark
21 1972 1973 133373 political science and law
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hilsman roger american foreign policy focus on asia 1971 1219
political science and law
Wordprint studies book of mormon authorship
wordprint
hilton john L on verifying woodprint
1990 30389 book of mormon
hinckley gordon B A declaration to the world 1987 2715 international
church personal essays
hobbs charles R balance in latter day saint teaching 1972 122209
education
holbrook leona the comet 1977 18199 poetry
holbrook leona dancing as an aspect of early mormon and utah culture
1975 161117 drama and dancing joseph smith pioneer period
holland jeffrey R A note on mormon americana at yale 1970 103386
bibliography
holland jeffrey R
of countries and of kingdoms 1977 1813 LDS
religion and doctrine
hollist W ladd war peace and arms control A review essay 1985
251167 war and peace
cormons at the missouri
holmes gail geo review of richard E bennett mormons
1846 1852 and should we die 1988 283113 pioneer period
holzapfel richard neitzel review of douglas F tobler and nelson B
cormons in photographs and text 1830
wadsworth the history of the mormons
to the present 1990 30475 history of the church
churchs image in italy from the 1840s to 1946 A
homer michael W the churche
bibliographic essay 1991 31283 bibliography international church
honey david B and daniel C peterson advocacy and inquiry in the writing
of latter day saint history 1991 312139 history in general
horsley A burt review of walter M abbott and joseph gallagher eds the
11 1966 73246 christian theology
documents of vatican II
hoskisson paul Y explicating the mystery of the rejected foundation stone
monnon
the allegory of the olive tree 1990 30377 book of mormon
hoskisson paul Y review of victor L ludlow isaiah prophet seer and poet
1983 234503 bible
outraged by silence 1976 164682 personal essays
howard john A
howard richard P review of robert J matthews A plainer translation
joseph smith s translation of the bible A history and commentary
1976
162297 bible
1976162297
howe allie resurrection 1982 222212 poetry
howe allie times of refreshing 1820 1980 204350 poetry
howe susan elizabeth night jogging in the city 1991 31330 poetry
howe susan elizabeth the paleontologist with an ear infection 1989
29230 poetry
howell elmo william faulkner the substance of faith 1969 94453
literature and film
bidur from a sketch by meadows taylor
howse G tombs of the berend
bereed kings badur
engraved by J redaway 1988 28170 art drawings and engravings
hughes J R T review of leonard J arlington
arrington feramorz Y fox and dean L
may building the city of god community and cooperation among the
mormons
cormons 1977 172246 sociology and behavior
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hume martha haskins the awakening and solstice 1968 82126 poetry
hume martha haskins grief 1971 112148 poetry
hume martha haskins rorschach blot 1961 3214 poetry
humpherys A glen missionaries to the saints 1976 17174 church
administration
hunt mildred T fire 1972 123261 poetry
hunter donnell stranger 1983 232179 poetry
hunter donnell welcome stranger 1990 30454 poetry
hunter howard W unto all men 1971 12179 international church
mark comp messages of the first
hunter milton R review of james R dark
clark
1966 72159 church administration
presidency vol 2 196672159
hyer paul V cultural implications of the sino soviet conflict 1966
72109 political science and law war and peace
hyer paul V politics and religion on chinas
cainas mongolian frontier 1965
63163 political science and law
hyer paul V review of spencer J palmer ed the new religions of korea
1968 91109 international church
irving gordon the law of adoption one phase of the development of the
mormon concept of salvation 1830 1900 1974 143291 LDS
religion and doctrine
cormons and the bible in the 1830s 1973 134473
irving gordon the mormons
bible kirtland period
israelsen L dwight an economic analysis of the united order 1978
184536 pioneer period sociology and behavior
izatt reed M metal binding in biology 1970 104404 science
jackson fleda brown the route we take 1989 29328 poetry
jackson kent P
never have I1 showed myself unto man A suggestion for
understanding ether 315a 1990 30371 book of mormon god and
jesus christ
jackson kent P review of hugh nibley old testament and related studies
vol 1 of the collected works of hugh nibley ed gary gillum 1988
284114 bible
jackson kent P review of richard lloyd anderson understanding paul
1984 242239 bible
jackson richard H the mormon village genesis and antecedents of the city
of zion plan 1977 172223 sociology and behavior
ofzion
jacobsen florence S restorations belong to everyone 1978 183275 art
and architecture history of the church
jeffrey duane E review of reed C durham jr and steven H heath succession in the church 1971 112207 church administration
what crime have 1I been guilty omm
jennings warren A ed
ofm
of edward
off
partridges letter to an estranged sister 1978 184520 historical
documents
jennings warren A ed two iowa postmasters view nauvoo anti mormon
letters to the governor of missouri 1971 113275 historical documents missouri period nauvoo period
jensen de lamar allied strategy in world war 11
II the churchill era 1942
1943 1962 5149 history in general
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jensen de lamar charles the bold 1966 73189 biography
jensen de lamar hevelius
Hevelius and the meaning of history 1972 13168
hedelius
education history in general
jensen de lamar the renaissance in recent thought fifteen years of
interpretation 1964 613 history in general
jensen de lamar review of edward hallett carr what Is history 1964
52133 history in general
jensen richard L transplanted to zion the impact of british latter day saint
immigration upon nauvoo 1991 31177 nauvoo period
jensen richard L review of ronald D dennis the call of zion the story of
the first welsh mormon emigration 1988 282124 international church
jensen richard L trans C C A christensen on art 1983 234401 art
and architecture
jenson janet variations between copies of the first edition of the book of
mormon 1973 132214 book of mormon
monnon historical documents
jenson sid the compassionate seer wallace steggers
stegners
Steg
ners literary artist
1974 142248 literature and film
jessee dean C brigham youngs family part 1I 1824 1845 1978 183311
biography brigham young
jessee dean C brigham youngs family the wilderness years 1979
194474 biography brigham young women
jessee dean C the early accounts of joseph smiths first vision 1969
93275 historical documents joseph smith
conrays recollection of joseph smith 1977
jessee dean C howard corays
173341 historical documents joseph smith
jessee dean C joseph knights recollection of early mormon history
1976 17429 historical documents new york period
jessee dean C joseph smiths 19 july 1840 discourse 1979 193390
historical documents joseph smith
jessee dean C the kirtland diary of wilford woodruff 1972 124365
historical documents kirtland period
jessee dean C lucy mack smiths 1829 letter to mary smith pierce 1982
224455 hofmann documents
jessee dean C new documents and mormon beginnings 1984 244397
hofmann documents
jessee dean C the original book of mormon manuscript 1970 103259
mormon
monnon
non historical documents
book of mon
jessee dean C priceless words and fallible memories joseph smith as seen
in the effort to preserve his discourses 1991 31219 joseph smith
jessee dean C the writing of joseph smiths history 1971 114439
historical documents history of the church
jessee dean C review of andrew F ehat and lyndon W cook eds the
words of joseph smith the contemporary accounts of the nauvoo
discourses of the prophet joseph 1981 214529 joseph smith
jessee dean C review of james R oark
clark comp messages of the first presidark
dency vol 3 1967 8195 church administration
jessee dean C ed the john taylor nauvoo journal january 1845 september
1845 1983 2331 historical documents nauvoo period
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jessee
lessee dean C and david J whittaker eds the last months of
ofmormonism
mormonism
in missouri the albert perry rockwood journal 1988 2815 historical
documents missouri period
johns cameron interim 1959 1158
1158 poetry
johnson clark
oark V missouri persecutions the petition of isaac leany 1983
dark
23194 historical documents missouri period
johnson dark
clark V the missouri redress petitions A reappraisal of mormon
oark
persecutions in missouri 1986 26231 missouri period
johnson hollis R civilizations out in space 1970 1113 science
johnson marian ashby minerva teichert Scrip
torian and artist 1990
scriptorian
scriptorial
monnon
30366 art and architecture biography book of mormon
jolley jerry C the sting of the wasp early nauvoo newspaper april 1842
to april 1843 1982 224487 nauvoo period
jones alonzo H deliverance 1990 3046 poetry
jones daniel J leonardo da vinci pioneer geologist 1962 42119
science
jones helen hinckley review of josephine dewitt rhodehamel and raymond
francis wood ina coolbrith librarian and laureate of california 1975
154545 biography
jones helen walker accountable emily 1982 22146 poetry
jones helen walker desert woman 1983 232182 poetry
jones sidney L economic policy national institutional and individual
issues 1970 11113 education political science and law sociology
and behavior
jorgensen bruce W thinking of the end in fire 1985 2516 poetry
Katanuma seiji the church in japan 1973 14116 international
katanuma
church
kegel charles H carlyle and ruskin an influential friendship 1964
53219 literature and film
keller karl manti temple 1959 2154 poetry
kelling hans wilhelm johann sebastian bach and george frederick handel
in remembrance of the three hundredth anniversary of their births
1985 25231 biography music
kelling hans wilhelm martin luther the first forty years in remembrance
of the 500th anniversary of his birth 1983 232131 biography
christian theology
kenney scott review of truman G madsen ed reflections on mormonism
judano
judaeo christian parallels 1980 204433 LDS religion and doctrine
meeveren
Me
egeren and mark
kimball edward L the artist and the forger han van meegeren
hofmann 1987 2745 hofmann documents
kimball edward L spencer W kimball A man of good humor 1985
25459 biography
spencer W kimball and the lamanite cause 1985
kimball edward L
25473 biography church administration
kimball edward L spencer W kimball at college 1985 254141
biography
spencer W kimball and poetry 1985 254161
kimball edward L ed
biography poetry

lj
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spencer W kimball as extemporaneous speaker
1985 254147 biography
1985254147
kimball james L jr A wall to defend zion the nauvoo charter 1975
154491 historical documents nauvoo period
kimball spencer W As we came 1985 254166 poetry
kimball spencer W berlin 1985 25154 poetry
chau 1985 254163 poetry
kimball spencer W Da
dachau
cachau
1985 254164 poetry
kimball spencer W his work all done
kimball spencer W im home again 1985 254165 poetry
kimball spencer W the mission experience of spencer W kimball 1985
254109 biography historical documents
kimball spencer W second century address 1976 164445 brigham
young university
kimball spencer W when 1I look back 1985 254162 poetry
kimball stanley B the anthon transcript people primary sources and
problems 1970 103325 book of mormon new york period
kimball stanley B brigham and heber 1978 183396 biography
brigham young
kimball stanley B heber C kimball and family the nauvoo years 1975
154447 biography nauvoo period
kimball stanley B missouri mormon manuscripts sources in selected
societies 1974 144458 bibliography missouri period
kimball stanley B mormon culture A letter to the editor 1964 52125
sociology and behavior
kimball stanley B the mormon trail network in iowa 1838 1863 A new
look 1981 214417 pioneer period
kimball stanley B mormon trail network in nebraska 1846 1868 A new
look 1984 243321 pioneer period
mormons of the iowa shore 1978
kimball stanley B nauvoo west the cormons
182132 nauvoo period
kimball stanley B the saints and st louis 1831 1857 an oasis of tolerance and security 1973 134489 missouri period
mormons in ohio 1830 38
kimball stanley B sources on the history of the cormons
1971 114524 bibliography kirtland period
arnes coroner of carthage 1971 112141
kimball stanley B thomas L B
bames
historical documents nauvoo period
kimball stanley B
uncle spencer 1944 1985 1985 25443 biography
personal essays
kimball wayne the artist mounted on horseback 1988 28331 art
paintings and watercolors
kimball wayne distant relatives and secret guessed 1988 28335 art
paintings and watercolors
kimball wayne greek archaic period double portrait bust of hermes and
hercules 1988 283fc art paintings and watercolors
bits 1988 283bc art paintings and watercolors
midibits
kimball wayne Midi
kimball wayne A portfolio of lithographs 1988 28329 art and
architecture
kimball wayne rm 432 1988 28332 art paintings and watercolors
kimball edward L ed
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ELDDIR without the ERNST nightingale 1988 28333
kimball wayne 2nd
and
2ndelddlr
art paintings and watercolors
kimball wayne torso with arms crossed 1988 28334 art paintings and
watercolors
kimball wayne 2 EISROH 1988 28336 art paintings and watercolors
kimball wayne untitled 1988 28330 art paintings and watercolors
kimball william clayton the christian commitment C S lewis and the
defense of doctrine 1972 122185 christian theology literature
and film

kimball william clayton review of A lee fritschler smoking and politics
policymaking in the federal bureaucracy 1970 104493 political
science and law
king arthur henry anthropomorphic but not mythical 1974 142227
king arthur henry before a journey 1987 272106 poetry
king arthur henry the child Is father of the man 1976 164603 personal
essays
king arthur henry death Is the frame of love 1988 282128 poetry
king arthur henry entitlement 1985 25448 poetry
king arthur henry final address to the british council 1975 16174
personal essays
king arthur henry the idea of a mormon university 1973 132115
brigham young university education
king arthur henry isis egypt bound 1986 26466 poetry
1974 142230 poetry
king arthur henry Is it the tree
king arthur henry nature and the bourgeois poet 1986 26380 poetry
king arthur henry president kimball at mestre 1985 254160 poetry
snowdrops at ditchley park 1987 272118 poetry
king arthur henry Snowdrops
king arthur henry some notes on art and morality 1970 11137 art and
architecture drama and dancing literature and film
king arthur henry they seek a country 1974 142232 poetry
king robert R religion and communism in the soviet union and eastern
europe 1975 153323 christian theology history in general
political science and law
knecht william L the bridge 1965 7153 pioneer period
knecht william L mysteries of the kingdom more or less 1964 53231
LDS religion and doctrine
knight gregory R introduction to the 1845 1846 journal of thomas bullock
1991 3115 nauvoo period
knight gregory R ed journal of thomas bullock 1816 1885 31 august
1845 to 5 july 1846 1991 31115 historical documents nauvoo
period
kramer neal W review of wayne C booth the company we keep an ethics
of fiction 1990 301112 literature and film
krysl M they say caesar 1960 3156 poetry
kuhlman thomas A A landowner chides brigham young for not speaking
to him at buffalo canyon and receives an answer 1990 30125
brigham young pioneer period
kump eileen gibbons mission widow 1985 25217 short stories
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kump gibbons eileen salt water sunday 1960 3121 short stories
gayso or sense 1974 142263 short stories
kump eileen gibbons sayso
kunz phillip R evan T peterson and gail W peterson does family size
1978 184529 sociology and
affect academic achievement
behavior
lambert neal E freedom and the american cowboy 1967 8161 literature and film
lambert neal E review of samuel W taylor nig
nightfall
h1fall at nauvoo 1972
123331 nauvoo period
landow george P tristram shandy and the comedy of context 1966
73208 literature and film
lane studios little round top looking toward devils den area gettysburg
pennsylvania 1988 28493 photographs
lane studios picketts charge area big round top in the distance gettysburg
pennsylvania 1988 28484 photographs
ane studios picketts charge area looking west toward virginia mountain
L
lane
gettysburg pennsylvania 1988 28457 photographs
larsen lance E 5 november 1985 300 AM 1985 254176 poetry
larsen lance E passing the sacrament at eastgate nursing home 1987
27454 poetry
larsen lance E waking to an empty house 1988 28216 poetry
larsen wayne A alvin C rencher and tim layton who wrote the book
Word prints 1980 203225 book of
of mormon an analysis of wordprints
mormon
larson clinton F alpha and omega at the end 1986 263109 poetry
larson clinton F autumnal 1974 142156 poetry
larson clinton F the battle of gettysburg 1988 28465 drama and
dancing
larson clinton F before the sepulchre 1968 82158 drama and dancing
larson clinton F bronze rubbing 1982 224454 poetry
larson clinton F camp floyd centennial 1967 8172 poetry
larson clinton F the civil war poems 1988 28457 poetry
larson clinton F columbia river 1977 172154 poetry
larson clinton F the coming of winter 1974 142154 poetry
larson clinton F creator 1983 234494 poetry
larson clinton F crematorium 1961 3274 poetry
Deputys report 1974 142154 poetry
larson clinton F deputys
larson clinton F the egyptian poems 1986 26421 poetry
larson clinton F an english graveyard 1964 6140 poetry
larson clinton F the founding vision of BYU studies
studied 1991 3145
brigham young university
larson clinton F leaving sunday school 1982 222226 poetry
larson clinton F lincoln 1988 28229 poetry
larson clinton F the mantle of the prophet 1960 22193 drama and
dancing
larson clinton F nauvoo 1991 312180 poetry
larson clinton F nuclear winter 1985 25199 poetry
larson clinton F the prophet 1985 25458 poetry
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clinton F
F
clinton P
clinton R
F
clinton F
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request 1983 234495 poetry
romaunt de la rose A tapestry 1983 23168 poetry

rue the scholar 1981 214462 poetry
the twentieth maine regiment at gettysburg

1990

30170 poetry
larson
larson
larson
larson

clinton F the unified field 1986 263108 poetry
clinton F waiting for a soldier 1917 1986 261130 poetry
clinton F war veteran at a clinic 1981 213378 poetry
spirituals poems by jean de la coppede
remes spirituels
theoremes
clinton F trans Theo
ceppede
theorems
1962

43218 poetry

federal government efforts to americanize utah before
admission to statehood 1970 102218 utah history
larson gustive 00. uintah dream the ute treaty spanish fork 1865
1974 143361 utah history
larson stan conjectural emendation and the text of the book of mormon
1978 184563 book of mormon historical documents
larson stan the king follett discourse A newly amalgamated text 1978
182193 god and jesus christ historical documents LDS religion and
doctrine nauvoo period
launius roger D the american home missionary society collection and
mormonism 1983 232201 christian theology
launius roger D joseph smith 111
III
ili and the kirtland temple suit 1985
253110 historical documents history in general
launius roger D review of kenneth L holmes ed and comp covered
wagon women diaries and lettersfrom
letters from the western trails 1840 1890
letterstrom
vol 1 1840 1849 1986 26294 women
laycock harold music education in the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints 1962 42107 music
layton robert L kirtland A perspective on time and place 1971 114423
kirtland period
ofbrigham young to
layton stanford J review of dean C jessee ed letters of
brigham
his sons 1975 153378 brigham young historical documents
lee chong sik north korea between dogmatism and revisionism 1971
12139 political science and law
lee harold B david 0 mckay the prophet seer and revelator 1970
102198 biography
1991
leonard glen M letters home the immigrant view from nauvoo iggi
1991
31189 historical documents nauvoo period
leonard glen M review of david E and delia
deila S miller nauvoo the city of
della
joseph 1974 151125 nauvoo period
leonard glen M review of truman G madsen joseph smith the prophet
1990 30467 joseph smith
lesueur stephen C high treason and murder the examination of mormon
prisoners at richmond missouri in november 1838 1986 2623
missouri period
lewis C S modem theology and biblical criticism reprint from christian
reflections ed walter hooper 1968 9133 bible christian theology
lewis henry nauvoo temple 1982 222211 art paintings and watercolors

larson gustive 00.
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lewis henry sketching boat mene ha ha on the upper mississippi 1982
222204 art drawings and engravings
nauvoo and the temple 1982 222208 art paintings
lewis henry view of
ofnauvoo
and watercolors
lin tsun pin A mountain stream 1971 12177 art paintings and watercolors
liu timothy bittersweet 1987 274128 poetry
liu timothy her body 1987 27350 poetry
1989 29348 poetry
liu timothy nanking 198929348
loveland jerry K hagoth
haroth and the polynesian tradition 1976 17159 book
of mormon
luce W ray building the kingdom of god mormon architecture before
1847 1990 30233 art and architecture kirtland period nauvoo
period
luce W ray review of dolores hayden seven american utopias the
architecture of communitarian socialism 1790 1975 1978 184589
political science and law
ludlow daniel H israel in conflict 1969 92119 war and peace
ludlow daniel H moral free agency 1975 153309 LDS religion and

doctrine
lund christopher C A letter regarding the acquisition of the book of
abraham 1980 204402 historical documents pearl of great price
lund thelma J mountain parable 1961 3222 poetry
monnon san Be
bernardino
lyman edward leo the rise and decline of mormon
mardino 1989
29443 pioneer period
lyon thomas edgar the account books of the amos davis store at commerce illinois 1979 192241 historical documents nauvoo period
lyon thomas edgar doctrinal development of the church during the nauvoo
sojourn 1839 1846 1974 154435 LDS religion and doctrine
nauvoo period
monnon historic sites in vermont
lyon thomas edgar how authentic are mormon
and new york
1969 93341 new york period
mormons
mormans
monnons
Mormons
nons 1827 1833
lyon thomas edgar independence missouri and the Mon
1 10 missouri period
1972 13
13110
zion
lyon thomas edgar publishing a book of mormon poetry the harp of
ofzion
1987 27185 literature and film poetry
ers memories from oral
lyon thomas edgar recollections of old nauvooers
Nauvoo
history 1978 182143 joseph smith nauvoo period
lyon thomas edgar review of gustive 0 larson the americanization of
utah for statehood 1971 121138
121138 utah history
lythgoe dennis L lengthening our stride the remarkable administration of
spencer W kimball 1985 2545 biography church administration
lythgoe dennis L the 1968 presidential decline of george romney mor1971 113219 political science and law
monism or politics
1991
lythgoe dennis L review of church history in the fulness
falness of times iggi
1991
311115 history of the church
lythgoe dennis L review of davis bitton wit and whimsey in mormon
history 1975 154541 history of the church
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mcaffee thomas B constitutional interpretation and the american tradition
of individual rights 1987 273139 history in general political
science and law

mcaffee thomas B

perspectives on the constitution origins development
philosophy and contemporary applications 1987 2733 history in
general political science and law
1976 164553
mcconkie bruce R who shall declare his generation
god and jesus christ LDS religion and doctrine
mcdonald james B statistical distributions how deviant can they be
1988 28183 science
mckay quinn G what Is the proper role of the latter day saint with respect
to the constitution can you support the political new frontier and still
be a good latter day saint 1962 42164 political science and law
deaths and german cliffs A study of the foreign
mackay ruth M irish heaths
sources ofwuthering
Wu theting
thering heights 1965 7128 literature and film
of
wuthering
withering
mackay thomas W abraham in egypt A collation of evidence for the case
of the missing wife 1970 104429 pearl of great price
mackey lynda jerusalem garrison 34 AD 1979 20168 poetry
Mc
mckiernan
182233
1978182233
Kieman
kleman F mark david H smith A son of the prophet 1978
art and architecture biography
Mc kleman
Rig dons missouri speeches 1970 11190
Kieman F mark sidney rigdons
mckiernan
missouri period
Mad sens critique 1960 22261
mcmurrin sterling M reply to professor madsens
maddens
philosophy and truth
mcnamara D H the origin structure and evolution of the stars 1967
817 science
madsen carol cornwall emmeline B wells am 1I not a woman and a
1982 222161 biography women
sister
madsen gordon A joseph smiths 1826 trial the legal setting 1990
30291 historical documents joseph smith new york period political
science and law
madsen harold S A new direction in language testing concern for the
one 1981 212189 education
1974 15173 god and jesus
madsen truman G are christians mormon
christ LDS religion and doctrine
madsen truman G B H roberts and the book of mormon 1979 194427
monnon LDS religion and doctrine
book of mormon
1968 82113 god and jesus
madsen truman G can god be pictured
christ LDS religion and doctrine
madsen truman G the contribution of existentialism 1959 119 philosophy and truth
madsen truman G the meaning of christ the truth the way the life
an analysis of
B H roberts unpublished masterwork 1975 153259
lofb
ofb
153259
god and jesus christ LDS religion and doctrine
madsen truman G three theories of religious language 1960 22227
philosophy and truth
madsen truman G william james philosopher educator 1961 4181
philosophy and truth
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madsen truman G review of john B cobb jr A christian natural theology
1965 63186 christian theology god and jesus christ
madsen truman G review of spencer J palmer the expanding church 1979
192251 international church
madsen truman G review of sterling M mcmurrin the philosophical
1 iol
101
foundations of mormon theology 1959 221101
lol philosophy and truth
madsen truman G review of sterling M mcmurrin the theological foundations of the mormon religion 1968 91103 philosophy and truth
Cres sidd
magleby francis R A note on troilus and cressida
sidi 1968 9166 art and
architecture
60 poetry
malan ronald F the plan 1974 1433
143360
malik charles H forum address 1976 164541 personal essays
malik charles H the struggle for peace 1968 84396 political science
and law war and peace
malony H newton facilitating intimacy the process and the product
A response to victor L brown jr 1986 26131 LDS religion and
doctrine psychology
mangrum R collin mormonism philosophical liberalism and the constitution
1987 273119 LDS religion and doctrine political science and law
mangum garth L what Is the proper role of the latter day saint with respect
to the constitution industrialism and the role of government in the
american economy 1962 42172 political science and law
markova ivana comment on C terry warners what we are
1986
26165 philosophy and truth psychology sociology and behavior
marshall donald R christmas snows christmas winds 1974
15165
197415165
short stories
marshall donald R serenade 1977 172176 short stories
marshall jean S museum piece 1974 15141 poetry
marshall jean S romanesque 1974 15142 poetry
marshall robert L resurrection series and on the third day he shall rise
1985 251158 art paintings and watercolors
marshall robert L resurrection series why seek ye the living among the
1985 251191 art paintings and watercolors
dead
matheny ray T an analysis of the padilla gold plates 1978 19121
historical documents
mathews conan E angular patterns 1960 22188 art paintings and
watercolors
mathews conan E art and the church 1961 323 art and architecture
literature and film
mathews conan E trinity 1960 22176 art paintings and watercolors
mathews conan E upper provo 1960 22148 art paintings and
watercolors
195
19599 1151
mathews conan E what Is humanistic about modem art
art and architecture literature and film
matthews robert J adam ondi ahman 1972 13127 missouri period

temple
hisel manuscript copy of joseph smiths inspired
matthews robert J the Bem
bernhisel
version of the bible 1971 113253 bible
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matthews robert J the doctrine of the resurrection as taught in the book of
mormon 1990 30341 book of mormon god and jesus christ LDS
religion and doctrine
matthews robert J the new publications of the standard works 1979 1981
1982 224387 church administration
matthews robert J the new translation of the bible 1830 1833 doctrinal
development during the kirtland era 1971 114400 bible kirtland
period
matthews robert J notes on gehis
lehis travels 1972 123312 book of
mormon historical documents
matthews robert J some significant texts of joseph smiths inspired version
of the bible 1969 92155 bible god and jesus christ
matthews robert J A study of the text of joseph smiths inspired version of
the bible 1968 913 bible doctrine and covenants
matthews robert J review of hyrum L andrus god man and the universe
1969 101127 LDS religion and doctrine
matthews robert J review of paul A wellington ed joseph smiths new
1111 bible
translation of the bible 1970 11
111111
matthews robert J review of richard P howard restoration scriptures
A study of their textual development 1970 102245 bible doctrine
and covenants
mauss armand L review of larry M logue A sermon in the desert belief
and behavior in early st george utah 1990 301116 pioneer period
1982 2213
maxwell neal A in memoriam henry eyring 1901 1981 19822213
biography
maxwell neal A some thoughts on the gospel and the behavioral sciences
1976 164589 LDS religion and doctrine sociology and behavior
may dean L review ofj
desprets
Des erets sons of toil A history of
of J kenneth davies deserets
ofa
the worker movements in territorial utah 1852 1896 1978 184598
utah history
maynard gregory alexander william doniphan man of justice 1973
134462 biography missouri period
kahline review of jessie L embry mormon polygamous families life in
mehr Kahlile
kahlile
the principle 1988 283117 sociology and behavior
melville J keith brigham young on politics and priesthood 1970 104488
brigham young LDS religion and doctrine political science and law
melville J keith brigham youngs ideal society the kingdom of god
1962 513 brigham young political science and law
melville J keith colonel thomas L kane on mormon politics 1971
1971
121123 biography political science and law
melville J keith joseph smith the constitution and individual liberties
1988 28265 joseph smith political science and law
melville J keith the reflections of brigham young on the nature of man and
the state 1962 43255 brigham young political science and law
melville J keith theory and practice of church and state during the brigham
young era 19
60 31333 B
1960
science and law
brigham young political Sclence
melville J keith review of norman F lumiss
fumiss
furniss the mormon conflict 1961
3275 pioneer period

ilil

313
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melville J keith review of william L roper and leonard J arrington
william spry man of firmness governor of utah 1972 123325
utah history
memmott roger L the neophyte 1975 153348 poetry
midgley louis C the brodie connection thomas jefferson and joseph smith
1979 20159 history in general
midgley louis C dostoevsky on crime and revolution A study in russian
nihilism 1961 3255 literature and film
midgley louis C god and immortality in dostoevskys thought 1959
2155 literature and film
midgley louis C the search for love lessons from the catholic debate over
moral philosophy 1971 112188 christian theology philosophy and

truth
midgley louis C review of
levi S peterson juanita brooks mormon woman
oflevi
historian 1989 294127 biography women
midgley louis C review of robert campbell ed spectrum of catholic attitudes
1969 94506 christian theology LDS religion and doctrine
mikkelsen karen phoenix 1981 213290 poetry
mikkelsen karen A prayer for faith 1981 212188
212188 poetry
ism orthodoxy
mormonism
millet robert L joseph smith and modem Monnon
neoorthodoxy
Neo
tension and tradition 1989 29349 joseph smith
orthodoxy
LDS religion and doctrine
millet robert L joseph smith and the gospel of matthew 1985 25367
bible pearl of great price
millet robert L review ofbruce
of bruce C hafen the broken heart applying the
atonement to lifes experiences 1990 30459 LDS religion and
doctrine
moench louis G review of graham B blaine jr youth and the hazards of
A
ence the high school and college years 1966 73248 sociology
affluence
and behavior
jonass
Jo nahs morning song 1979 201122 poetry
moloney karen marguerite jonahs
moloney karen marguerite A milesian tel in southern california extract
1983 234417 poetry
moloney karen marguerite the stewards 1983 231120 poetry
monson diane the strategy of conflict joseph stalin and mao tse tung
1966 72117 history in general political science and law war and
peace
moody thurmon dean nauvoos
Nau voos whistling and whittling brigade 1975
154480 nauvoo period
moon harold kay conventional musings 1991 31282 poetry
moon harold kay death in the theatre of
ofalejandro
alejandro casona 1969 101107
literature and film
moon harold kay gerard de nerval A reappraisal 1965 7140 literature
and film
moon harold kay humor in lazrillo
La zrillo de tormes
tonnes 1964 53183 literature
and film
moon harold kay peace be still 1985 251166 poetry
morgan john foodfor
fooy
food for flowers 1969 10167 art drawings and engravings
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morgan john A note on foodfor
food por
for flowers 1969 10166 art and
architecture
mormon history association special citation to BYU studies 1969 1013
history in general
1969 9154 poetry
morrell jeannette along the old utah highway 91 1968
morrell jeannette the fifth princess 1966 72116 poetry
morrell jeannette mouse in a furrow 1964 5286 poetry
morris robert J some problems in translating mormon thought into chinese
1970 102173 international church LDS religion and doctrine
news prom
morris robert J review of aliens
aifons L kom newstrom
alfons
from molokai 1977
newsfrom
173379 historical documents pioneer period
mortensen pauline rat reunion summer 1988 28419 short stories
mortensen pauline the window effect 1983 234461 short stories
muhlestein jani sue constitution ben franklin 1987 273218 poetry
mulder william review of james B alien
ailen and thomas B alexander manchester
allen
mormons
cormons
Mor
mons the journal of william clayton 1976 162290 historical
documents international church
mulvay jill C eliza R snow and the woman question 1976 162250
political science and law utah history women
myer marie L uncle heber kissed me 1973 132202 short stories
myer peter L duce 1985 25174 art paintings and watercolors
myer peter L goebbels 1985 25175 art paintings and watercolors
myer peter L mob 1985 25191 art paintings and watercolors
myer peter L pearl harbor and
andtojo
tojo 1985 25191 art paintings and
watercolors
myer peter L uncle heber kissed me 1973 132203 art drawings and
engravings
naomi ruth innocence 1967 8122 poetry
naomiruth
naomi
naomiruth
ruth reality 1970 104452 poetry
naylor elaine ellsworth moses of michelangelo 1984 242207 poetry
Windwalker 1980
nelson jack A review ofblaine
of blaine M yorgason the windwalker
204438 literature and film
blaine M and brenton G yorgason the bishops
nelson jack A review of
ofblaine
horse race 1980 204438 literature
nelson william 00. whither the aim of education today A symposium of
thought 1988 2835 education
newell linda king and valeen tippetts avery sweet counsel and seas of
tribulation the religious life of the women in kirtland 1980
202151 kirtland period women
newton marjorie the gathering of the australian saints in the 1850s 1987
27267 international church
nibley hugh W As things stand at the moment 1968 9169 pearl of
great price
nibley hugh W beyond politics 1974 1513 political science and law
nibley hugh W the early christian prayer circle 1978 19141 early
christianity temple
nibley hugh W educating the saints A brigham young mosaic 1970
11161 brigham young education
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nibley hugh W the expanding gospel 1965 713 LDS religion and
doctrine
nibley hugh W getting ready to begin 1968 83245 pearl of great price
nibley hugh W how to have a quiet campus antique style 1969 94440
education
nibley hugh W the meaning of the kirtland egyptian papers 1971
1971
114350 pearl of great price
nibley hugh W the passing of the church forty variations on an unpopular
theme 1975 161139 early christianity
nibley hugh W prolegomena to any study of the book of abraham 1968
82171 pearl of great price
nibley hugh W scriptural perspectives on how to survive the calamities of
the last days 1985 2517 book of mormon LDS religion and
doctrine
1971 112153 pearl
Breathings
nibley hugh W what Is the book of breathings
of great price
nibley hugh W review of yigael yadin
kachba the rediscovery of the
badin bar kochba
legendary hero of the last jewish revolt against imperial rome 1973
141115 dead sea scrolls
nielsen F kent review of frank B salisbury truth by reason and by revelation 1965 7187 philosophy and truth
nielsen F kent review of russel J thomsen latter day saints and the sabbath
1971 121133 LDS religion and doctrine
nielsen veneta response 1961 4113 literature and film
lowers 1969
Rainflowers
rainflowers
nielsen veneta review of marilyn mcmeen miller rainlowers
101130 poetry
monographs
iconographs
graphs 1970 111107
konographs
nielsen veneta review of may swenson mono
kono
bono
poetry
norman keith E ex nichilo
nihilo the development of the doctrines of god and
creation in early christianity 1977 173291 christian theology
early christianity
norman keith E review of C wilfred griggs early egyptian christianity
from its origins to 451 CE 1991 312184 early christianity
norris leslie islands of peace 1985 25128 poetry
novak gary F naturalistic assumptions and the book of mormon 1990
30323 book of mormon history in general
oaks dallin H ethics morality and professional responsibility 1976
164507 political science and law
oaks dallin H and joseph 1I bentley joseph smith and legal process in the
wake of the steamboat nauvoo 1979 192167 joseph smith nauvoo
period
olpin robert S review ofrell
of rell
obrell
reil G francis cyrus E dallin let justice be done
reli
1977 172249 biography
olsen steven L cosmic urban symbolism in the book of mormon 1983
monnon LDS religion and doctrine
23179 book of mormon
olsen steven L review of lawrence foster religion and sexuality three
american communal experiments of the nineteenth century and louis
kern an ordered love sex roles and sexuality in victorian utopias
kem
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cormons
Mor mons and the oneida community
the shakers the mormons

89
1982

221109

sociology and behavior
olsen steven L review of mark P leone roots of modern mormonism 1980
202222 anthropology and archaeology
olson earl E the chronology of the ohio revelations 1971 114329
doctrine and covenants kirtland period
1876 1972 1972
olson earl E joseph fielding smith in memoriam 18761972
124338 biography
olson eric C the perfect pattern the book of mormon as a model for the
writing of sacred history 1991 3127 book of mormon history in
general
oman richard G review of
lorin F wheelwright and lael J woodbury eds
oflorin
mormon arts vol 1 1973 134590 art and architecture
ostler blake thomas clothed upon A unique aspect of christian antiquity
1982 22131 early christianity temple
ostler blake thomas the throne theophany and prophetic commission in
1 nephi A form critical analysis
1986 26467 book of mormon
literature and film
osullivan T H dead confederate soldiers killed on I1 july 1863 at
gettysburg pennsylvania collected near mcpherson woods 1988
28478 photographs
ott J bevan its just a phase youre going through 1988 28427 science
owens robert F review of kenneth godfrey charles shumway A pioneer s
life 1974 151127 biography
pace D gene changing patterns of mormon financial administration
traveling bishops regional bishops and bishops agents 1851 88
1983 232183 church administration
packard dennis jay the beginning of wisdom 1984 24153 short stories
packer boyd K the arts and the spirit of the lord 1976 164575 art and
architecture
packer boyd K the mantle Is far far greater than the intellect 1981
1981
213259 education LDS religion and doctrine
pre 1830 historical sources relating to the
palmer david A A survey of
ofpre
offre
1976 171101 bibliography book of mormon
book of mormon 1976171101
palmer david A review of joseph L alien
ailen exploring the lands of the book of
allen
mormon 1990 303136
303136 book of mormon
palmer spencer J did christ visit japan
1970 102135 god and jesus
christ LDS religion and doctrine
palmer spencer J eliza R snows sketch of my life reminiscences of
joseph smiths plural wives 1971 121125 historical documents
pioneer period
palmer spencer J mormon views of religious resemblances 1976
164660 LDS religion and doctrine
palmer spencer J uses of the five elements in east asia 1965 63123
anthropology and archaeology
palmer spencer J review of robert S ellwood jr alternative altars unconvent
ventional
ional and eastern spirituality in america 1981 212250 sociology
and behavior
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palmer spencer J and william L knecht view of the hebrews substitute for
1964 52105 book of mormon
inspiration
parkin max H the courthouse mentioned in the revelation on zion 1974
144451 missouri period
monnon political involvement in ohio 1969 94484
parkin max H mormon
kirtland period political science and law
partridge dixie imprint fragment from a childhood 1987 273118 poetry
partridge dixie ritual rising 1989 294114 poetry
partridge scott H the failure of the kirtland safety society 1972 124437
kirtland period
patten benton P A note on the return 1970 103322 art and architecture
patten benton P the return 1970 103323 art paintings and watercolors
paul robert joseph smith and the manchester new york library 1982
223333 bibliography joseph smith
paul rodman W review of leonard J arrington charles C rich mormon
general and western frontiersman 1975 154537 biography
pearson carol lynn nine children were bom
born A historical problem from
pio
pioneer
the sugar creek episode 1981 214441 plo
neer period women
pedersen lyman C jr fort douglas and the soldiers of the wasatch A final
salute 1968 84449 utah history
pedersen lyman C jr review of helen hinckley jones over the mormon trail
964 52131 pioneer period
01964
perkins van L the war making power congress vs the president 1961
4125 political science and law war and peace
petersen lauritz G the kirtland temple 1972 124400 kirtland period
temple
peterson charles S review of kandace C kant zane greys arizona 1985
253126 literature and film
peterson esther eggertsen roots and wings 1988 2845 biography
education women
peterson F ross review of dennis L lythgoe let em holler A political
biography of
ofj
ofaJ bracken lee 1983 232244 biography
peterson gary B early mormon home in manti utah 1990 302fc
photographs
peterson gary B orson and mary ann hyde home 1990 302bc
photographs
peterson H donl antonio lebolo excavator of the book of abraham 1991
3135 biography pearl of great price
peterson naomiruth
naomi ruth innocence 1967 8122 poetry
peterson naomiruth
naomi ruth reality 1970 104452 poetry
peterson paul H review of dean hughes the mormon church A basic history
1988 281125 history of the church
peterson paul H review of gordon shepherd and gary shepherd A kingdom
1986
86 263122
mormonism 19
transformed themes in the development of
ofmormonism
history of the church
peterson paul H review of stanley B kimball ed on the potter s wheel the
diaries of
heber C kimball 1989 291125 historical documents
ofheber
history of the church
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play it again sam the remarkable prophecy of samuel
Christ ophilus gratianus
Grat ianus reconsidered 1985 25327
lutz alias christophilus
historical documents
poll richard D america and the rational road to peace 1961 333 war
and peace
poll richard D the legislative antipolygamy campaign 1986 264107
pioneer period utah history
poll richard D the move south 1989 29465 pioneer period
poll richard D review of edwin brown firmage ed an abundant life the
memoirs ofhugh
1088 283120 historical documents
of hugh B brown 1988
poll richard D review of gary james bergera and ronald priddis brigham
young university A house of faith 1986 26289 brigham young
university
poll richard D review of harold D langley ed to utah with the dragoons
and glimpses ollife
of lite
life in arizona and california 1858 1859 1976
oflife
162295 utah history
poll richard D review of leonard J arlington
arrington beet sugar in the west A
history of the utah idaho sugar company 1891 1966 1967 81106
utah history
poll richard D review of leonard J arrington
arlington great basin kingdom an
economic history of the latter day saints 1830 1900 1960 3165
utah history
poll richard D review of margaret and paul toscano strangers in paradox
explorations in mormon theology 1991 312188 LDS religion and
doctrine
porter blaine R american teenagers
teen agers of the 1960s our despair or hope
1975 16148 sociology and behavior
porter larry C the Co
colesville
lesville branch and the coming forth of the book of
mormon 1970 1033
65 book of mormon new york period
103365
porter larry C reverend george lane good gifts much grace and
marked usefulness 1969 93321 biography christian theology
new york period
porter larry C solomon chamberlain early missionary 1972 123314
biography
porter larry C william E McLell
ans testimony of the book of mormon
mccellans
mclellans
1970 104485 book of mormon historical documents
porter larry C review of milton V backman jr eyewitness accounts of the
restoration 1984 242242 history of the church
porter larry C review of stanley B kimball historic sites and markers along
the mormon and other great western trails 1989 292114 pioneer
period
porter larry C review of william G hartley they are my friends A history
of the joseph knight family 1825 1850 1988 281127 biography
pratt david H oh brother joseph 1987 271127 joseph smith
pratt stephen F parley P pratt in winter quarters and the trail west 1984
243373 biography pioneer period
pratt steven eleanor mclean and the murder of parley P pratt 1975
152225 biography
pixton paul B
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pratte paul alfred review of george hueu sanford kanahele ku kanaka
stand tall A searchfor
search jor
for hawaiian values 1986 263125 sociology and
behavior
quinn D michael the council of fifty and its members 1844 to 1945
1980 202163 church administration
quinn D michael the flag of the kingdom of god 1973 141105
historical documents
quinn D michael jesse gause joseph smiths little known counselor
1983 234487 biography
quinn D michael latter day saint prayer circles 1978 19179 temple
quinn D michael the mormon succession crisis of 1844 1976 162187
nauvoo period
quinn D michael the practice of rebaptism at nauvoo 1978 182226
nauvoo period
rader melvin the demands of aesthetics upon religious art 1961 3367
art and architecture
rasband S neil black holes some facts and fancies 1976 163341
science
rasmussen dennis an elder among the rabbis 1981 213343 personal
essays
rasmussen dennis review of robert M seltzer jewish people jewish
thought the jewish experience in history 1982 221125 sociology
and behavior
rasmussen ellis T review of hyrum L andrus doctrinal commentary on the
pearl of great price 1968 991111
1111 pearl of great price
rees robert A the dancing beggar of london 1983 234496 poetry
rees robert A in st pauls cathedral 1982 22184 poetry
reinwand louis andrew jensen latter day saint historian 1973 14129
biography
retzsch moritz angels bearing the saved soul 1985 25326 art drawings
and engravings
revius jacobus he bore our anguish 1974 151103 poetry
reynolds noel B the doctrine of an inspired constitution 1976 163315
political science and law
reynolds noel B the gospel of jesus christ as taught by the nephite
prophets 1991 31331 book of mormon god and jesus christ LDS
religion and doctrine
reynolds noel B nephis outline 1980 202131 book of mormon
reynolds noel B the political dimension in nephis small plates 1987
27415 book of mormon political science and law
rhodes michael dennis A translation and commentary of the joseph smith
hypocephalus 1977 173259 historical documents pearl of great
price
rich russell R the dogberry papers and the book of mormon 1970
103315 book of mormon historical documents new york period
rich russell R where were the moroni visits 1970 103255 book of
mormon new york period
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rich russell R review of
offF henry edwards history of the reorganized
church 0off jesus christ of latter day saints 1970 104500 history in

general
rich russell R review of gustive 0 larson outline of history of utah and the
mormons 1959 21106 utah history
cormons
rich russell R review of henry W richards A reply to the church of the
born of the fulness
First
firstborn
falness of times 1965 7180 christian theology
history in general
richards lee greene the childrens garland 1981 212172 art paintings
and watercolors
clusters from drooping sprays 1981 212172 art
richards lee greene clustersfrom
paintings and watercolors
richards lee greene pioneer mother 1981 212157 art paintings and
watercolors
richards lee greene painting from branches that run over the wall 1981
1981
212170 art paintings and watercolors
richards mary stovall review of janet peterson and larene gaunt elect ladies
1991
iggi
311103 women
1991311103
richards paul C missouri persecutions petitions for redress 1973
134520 historical documents missouri period
ricks eldin review of robert J matthews whos
chos who in the book of mormon
revised ed 1968 83353 book of mormon
ricks stephen D the appearance of elijah and moses in the kirtland temple
and the jewish passover 1983 234483 kirtland period
ricks stephen D the narrative call pattern in the prophetic commission of
1986 26497 bible literature and film pearl of
enoch moses 6
great price
ricks stephen D the treaty covenant pattern in king benjamins address
mosiah 1 6 1984 242151 bible book of mormon
zion 1976 164485 brigham young
riddle chauncey C A BYU for
forzion
fortion
university
riddle chauncey C symbols and salvation 1968 83311 philosophy and

truth
riddle chauncey C review of truman
LDS religion and doctrine

G madsen

eternal man 1968 83354

ridenhour ted sunday morning in march 1972 123291 poetry
riggs robert E the united nations as a policy instrument 1960 22149
political
ioli
tical science and law
riggs robert E review of frank W fox JJ reuben clark
dark jr the public years
1982 221113 biography political science and law
riggs robert E review of hyrum L andrus joseph smith and world government 1959 1171 political science and law
riggs robert E review of lee W farnsworth and richard B gray eds
security in a world of change 1970 104491 sociology and behavior
roberts D ghat and temple at gokul from a sketch by thomas bacon
engraved by R wallis 1988 28178 art drawings and engravings
fikri from a sketch by thomas bacon
roberts D ruins at futtehpore sikri
engraved by W finden 1988 28164 art drawings and engravings
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robertson glen E an interview 1967 815 poetry
robertson glen E the squirrel 1966 73188
73188 poetry
Com mutators 1975 161107
robinson donald W from pebbles to commutators
science
robinson howard the birthday evening 1976 163362 short stories
robinson stephen E the apocalypse of adam 1977 172131 early
christianity
robinson stephen E review of carol L meyers and eric M meyers haggai
zechariah 1 8 1988 284120 bible
robinson stephen E review of D michael quinn early mormonism and the
magic world view 1987 27488 new york period
rockwood fred W and C keith allred review of spencer J palmer ed
studies in asian genealogy 1972 131110 sociology and behavior
qumran calmly revisited 1960
rogers lewis M the dead sea scrolls quaran
22109 dead sea scrolls
rogers lewis M review of 0 preston robinson the dead sea scrolls and
original christianity 1959 1168 dead sea scrolls
rogers R max the antichristian
anti christian background of german literary
naturalism 1964 53203 literature and film
rogers thomas F the gospel of john as literature 1988 28367 bible
literature and film
rogers thomas F reflections from the ganges photographs by krista
rogers mortensen 1984 242173 personal essays photographs
roghaar brad L couplets for an only son 1990 30456 poetry
rohde norma review of neil J flinders leadership and human relations
1970 104498 sociology and behavior
rollmann hans the early baptist career of sidney rigdon in warren ohio
1981 21137 biography
romney joseph B review of robert L millet by grace are we saved 1990
302113 LDS religion and doctrine
president
romney marion G the political thought of Vres
ident oark
clark 1973 133245
dank
rres
dark
political science and law
rowley dennis nauvoo A river town 1978 182255 nauvoo period
Mc Kieman
kleman the voice of one crying iin
russell william D review of
offF mark mckiernan
the wilderness sidney rigdon religious reformer 1793 1876 1973
134584 biography
III
ili pragmatic
russell william D review of roger D launius joseph smith 111
prophet 1989 291128 biography
rutter michael tent flaps 1981 21168 poetry
saderup dian one of the martin company 1980 204348 poetry
sampson D paul and larry T wimmer the kirtland safety society the
stock ledger book and the bank failure 1972 124427 kirtland
period
savage charles temple square 1969 92147 photographs
arrington david eccles pioneer western
scamehorn lee review of leonard J arlington
industrialist 1976 171119 utah history
scharffs gilbert W review of lamar C berrett discovering the world of the
1974 143393 bible
bible 1974143393
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schimmelpfenning
Schimmel pfenning dorothy J review of
lorin F wheelwright ed and lael J
oflorin
woodbury assoc
alsoc ed mormon arts vol 1 1973 134588 art and
architecture
schroder joh icarian community 1980 204358 art paintings and
watercolors
ism as literary
mormonism
schwartz thomas D bayard taylors the prophet Monnon
taboo 1974 142235 literature and film
scott robert N jesus christ the son of god extract 1969 92175 poetry
ofbrigham
searle howard C authorship of the history of
brigham young A review
essay 1982 223367 brigham young historical documents
searle howard C authorship of the history of joseph smith A review
essay 1981 211101 historical documents joseph smith
searle howard C willard richards as historian 1991 31241 biography
nauvoo period
shil daruma
shii
Ses
sesshii
sesshu
seishu
dacuma and
eka 1971 12171 paintings and watercolors
andela
shands michael F roland you idiot 1970 104478 poetry
Brea things 1984 243372 poetry
sharp loretta M breathings
sharp loretta M handwork for the lady of tatters 1988 28151 poetry
sharp loretta M utah valley metaphors 1984 242208 poetry
sharp loretta M walking provo canyon 1986 26138 poetry
sharp loretta M wintering 1985 25354 poetry
sheffield linda madsen A letter from phoebe carter woodruff to mama
1979 192200 poetry
sherlock richard review of neal gillespie charles darwin and the problem of
creation 1982 221119 science
hine by moonlight 1989 292fc
shipley conway the anchorage of fare Hua
huakine
huahine
art drawings and engravings
shipps jan A little known account of the murders of joseph and hyrum
smith 1974 143389 historical documents joseph smith
mormons
shipps jan review of J keith melville conflict and compromise the cormons
in mid nineteenth century american politics 1976 162301 political
science and law
short clarice review of john sterling harris and L douglas hill barbed wire
poetry and photographs of the west 1976 162293 photographs
poetry
sillitoe linda letter to a four year old daughter 1976 162234 poetry
sillitoe linda the old philosopher 1977 172222 poetry
simon jerald F thomas bullock as an early mormon historian 1990
30171 biography
skousen royal through a glass darkly trying to understand the scriptures
1986 2643 literature and film LDS religion and doctrine
skousen royal towards a critical edition of the book of mormon 1990
30141 book of mormon
of
skousen royal review ofavraham
avraham gileadi the book of isaiah A new translkeys from the book of mormon 1988 283124
ation with interpretive keysfrom
bible
II A newly discovered 1838 wilford woodruff letter
slover robert H 11
1975 153349 historical documents
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II resources in the church historians office relating to
slover robert H 11
asia 1971 121107 bibliography international church
smart lyman review of william mulder and A russell mortensen among the
mormons
cormons 1959 1173 sociology and behavior
smith david hyrum bend of the river 1978 182237 art paintings and
watercolors
bc 498 art
smith david hyrum emma smith and children 1974 154fc
154 fc be
paintings and watercolors
smith david hyrum nativity scene 1978 182243 art paintings and
watercolors
smith david hyrum the nauvoo house 1983 182235
233104 art
182235233104
paintings and watercolors
smith david hyrum nauvoo temple ruins 1978 182239 art paintings
and watercolors
scene prom
smith david hyrum scenefrom
from hamlet 1978 182241 art paintings and
watercolors
smith david hyrum nauvoo 1980 204358 art paintings and watercolors
smith dennis andrew 1985 251113 art drawings and engravings
smith dennis emulsion 1980 202198 poetry
smith dennis glass blossom 1985 251112 poetry
smith dennis higher up 1970 104422 poetry
smith dennis the mantle 1971 123305 art sculptures and carvings
smith dennis the mantle 1972 123303 poetry
104 fc 420 art sculptures and carvings
smith dennis new mormon 1970 104fc
smith dennis strawberry canal 1980 203252 poetry
smith ida and lynne smith partridge review of carol cornwall madsen and
susan staker oman sisters and little saints one hundred years of
primary 1981 212245 women
smith john rowson nauvoo temple and baptistry 1982 222197 art
paintings and watercolors
smith joseph jr political motto extract 1964 53192 historical documents joseph smith
smith joseph jr the wentworth letter reprint 1969 93295 historical
documents joseph smith
smith robert J review of quinn G mckay and william A tillman money
matters in your marriage 1971 121140 sociology and behavior
mormons and gentiles in utah and other states
smith virgil B ideals of cormons
1970 104425 sociology and behavior
smith wilford E some positive functions of war 1969 10143 sociology
and behavior war and peace
smoot L douglas whats burning at BYU the role of combustion and our
work to understand it 1986 26385 science
snow edwina jo british travelers view the saints 1847 1877 1991
31263 pioneer period
snow eliza R eliza R snow letter from missouri transcription 1973
134544 historical documents missouri period
snyder john karl G maeser building moving automobile 1989 293fc
photographs
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solomon rhon spencer W kimball 1985 2544 art drawings and
engravings
sondrup steven P the psalm of
ofnephi
nephi A lyric reading 1981 213357
book of mormon literature and film
sorensen A don being equal in earthly and heavenly power the idea of
1 100
stewardship in the united order 1977 18
loo LDS religion and
181100
doctrine
sorensen A don the shotgun marriage of psychological therapy and the
gospel of repentance 1981 213291 LDS religion and doctrine
psychology
sorenson john L Is anthropology the study of man
1964 52115
anthropology and archaeology
sorenson john L the Mulekites
1990 3036 book of mormon
mulekites
sorenson john L review of barry fell america BC ancient settlers in the
new world 1977 173373 book of mormon
sorenson john L review of geoffrey ashe et al the questfor
quest jor
for america
monnon
1972
123329 book of mormon
1972123329
sorenson john L instant expertise on book of mormon archaeology review
essay on paul cheesman these early americans external evidences of
the book ofmormon
of mormon dewey and edith farnsworth the americas before
columbus venice priddis the book and the map new insights into book
of mormon geography and jack west trial of the stick of joseph 1976
163429 anthropology and archaeology book of mormon
southey trevor J jesus and mary after 1975 153fc
153 fc art paintings and
watercolors
southwell charts
charls
charis reformation 1966 73229 poetry
spears irene trans correspondences by charles baudelaire 1964 53154
poetry
sperry sidney B review of robert J matthews joseph smiths revision of the
bible 1970 104496 bible
sperry sidney B review of
W cleon skousen the third thousand years
ofw
ofa
1965 63189 bible
st cyr genevieve the nightingale 1960 3164 poetry
st cyr genevieve pictorial 1959 2118 poetry
stagner ishmael review of
faith
falth tor
for all
offF lamond tullis ed mormonism A faithfor
cultures 1980 203311 international church
stanfield C ruins at ettaiah from a sketch by thomas bacon engraved by
E finden 1988 28154 art drawings and engravings
stark helen candland BYU student life in the twenties 1988 28217
brigham young university
stecher alexander T review of hugh nibley since cumorah 1968 84465
book of mormon
stem madeleine B A rocky mountain book store savage and ottinger of
utah 1969 92144 photographs utah history
stevens A wilber child before fire 1959 1150 poetry
stevens A wilber fitzgeralds tender Is the night the idea as morality
1961 3395 literature and film
stires david the marriage of tamura and miiko 1959 118 poetry
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stott gerald effects of college education on the religious involvement of
latter day saints 1984 24143 sociology and behavior
stott graham st john zane grey and james simpson emmett 1978
184491 literature and film
stout W bryan review of orson scott card seventh son red prophet and
prentice alvin 1989 293113 literature and film
stratton clifford J the Xanthines
xanthines coffee cola cocoa and tea 1980
204371 science
strebel george L review of thomas E cheney austin fife and juanita
brooks eds lore of faith and folly 1973 141126 utah history
stringham joseph G the church and translation 1981 21169 church
administration
Surn
sion
slon sondra review of mary lythgoe bradford ed mormon women
sumsion
1111 women
speak A collection of essays 1984 24
241111
swensen russel B review oag
ofg
of G A williamson the world of Josephus 1965
63183 bible
swinyard william R and thomas J delong moral choices and their
outcomes 1990 30217 LDS religion and doctrine philosophy and
truth sociology and behavior
tanner john S making a mormon of milton 1984 242191 literature and
film
tanner obert C platos trinity as problem and promise in university life
1961 4117 education philosophy and truth
tanner stephen L the moral measure of literature 1981 213279
literature and film
tanner vasco M charles darwin after one hundred years 1959 2143
science
tate charles D jr brigham young university studies its purpose its
freedom its scope 1967 811 brigham young university
tate charles D jr BYU studies in the 1970s 1991 31411 brigham
young university
tate charles D jr review of edward L hart mormon in motion the life and
journals ofjames
of james H hart 1825 1906 in england france and america
1978 191125 historical documents international church
of
tate charles D jr review cofr
ofrR paul cracroft A certain testimony A mormon
epic 1980 204431 personal essays
tate lucile C death the cradle of life 1968 83303 literature and film
taylor H darrel trans october by ramon jimenez 1961 4180 poetry
taylor J lewis review of david W barrus the way to the sun 1974
143395 LDS religion and doctrine
taylor sally T As he has spoken 1985 254146 poetry
taylor sally T between wars 1985 251140 poetry
taylor sally T his name 1990 303109 poetry
taylor sally T the irrigation turn 1980 202206 poetry
taylor sally T the mark of the lamb 1985 25418 poetry
taylor sally T the miracles that didnt come 1986 26348 poetry
taylor sally T on the north side of the platte 1984 243274 poetry
taylor sally T the pioneer dulcimer 1979 193336 poetry
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taylor sally T pioneers the lacemaker
lace maker 1979 192250 poetry
taylor sally T pioneer stoicism 1981 214528 poetry
taylor sally T thou hast made my mountain to stand strong 1984
242236 poetry
ofj
taylor samuel W review of
ofaJ kenneth davies mormon gold the story of
Cali
californias
fornias mormon argonauts 1985 253130 pioneer period
mark
taylor stan A J reuben clark
dark jr and the united nations 1973 133415
biography political science and law
taylor stan A power in washington congress versus the white house
1973 1413 political science and law
taylor stan A and robert S wood image and generation A social
psychological analysis of the sino soviet dispute 1966 72143
political science and law war and peace
taylor stephen 00. looking beyond the solstice 1974 142176 poetry
taylor weldon J A new emphasis for the american dream 1962 43269
political science and law
teichert minerva H alma baptizing 1990 30370 art paintings and
watercolors
teichert minerva H jesus christ Is the god of that land 1990 303bc
art paintings and watercolors
teichert minerva H lamanite maidens 1990 30368 art paintings and
watercolors
teichert minerva H look to your children 1990 30316 art paintings and
watercolors
teichert minerva H Mori
moriantons
antons little servant 1990 30367 art paintings
and watercolors
teichert minerva H nephi and his followers traveling through the wilderness
1990 30369 art paintings and watercolors
101
thayer douglas H his wonders to perform 1965 62
62101
iol
loi short stories
thayer douglas H the rabbit hunt 1969 92198 short stories
emla 1974 142179 short stories
zarahemla
thayer douglas H Zarah
thayn florian H A little leavening 1981 212211 history of the
church
thayne emma lou what time Is it 1985 251129 personal essays
thomas gordon K the book of mormon in the english literary context of
1837 1987 27137 book of mormon international church literature
and film

thomas madison H

the influence of traditional british social patterns on

LDS church growth in southwest britain 1987 272107 international
church sociology and behavior
thomas robert K academic responsibility 1971 113293 education
thomas winona PF broken ice 1962 43235 short stories
thomas winona K
F frontier 1961 1961 3394 poetry
Or
1984 1984 2413
thorp malcolm R the dynamics of terror in ornells
orwells
literature and film
thorp malcolm R review of frederick stewart buchanan ed A good time
coming mormon letters to scotland 1989 293121 historical documents

wells
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ofj
ofaJ F
thorp malcolm R review of

C harrison the second coming popular
millenarianism 1780 1850 1981 214534 LDS religion and doctrine
thorp malcolm R review of leonard W levy treason against god A history
blasphemy 1982 224497 LDS religion and doctrine
of the offense of ofblasphemy

tobler douglas F

education moral values and democracy lessons from the
german experience 1988 28247 education
maesers
Mae sers german background 1828 1856 the
tobler douglas F karl G maeyers
making of
zions teacher 1977 172155 biography
ofzions
tobler douglas F the past has made the present tense the influence of
1 loi
101
russian history on the contemporary soviet union 1985 25
lol
251101
history in general political science and law
tobler douglas F review of gilbert scharffs mormonism in germany A
history of the church ofjesus
of jesus christ of latter day saints in germany
1971 112213 international church
tobler douglas F review of peter matheson ed the third reich and the
christian churches A documentary account of the christian resistance
and complicity during the nazi era 1982 222252 international
church
todd karen the face of the deep before dawn 1987 274122 poetry
todd karen imprints 1988 28264 poetry
todd karen in london on sunday 1989 293128 poetry
topping gary zane grey in zion an examination of his supposed anti
mormonism 1978 184483 literature and film
measure tor
toscano paul james measurefor
for measure tragedy and redemption 1976
162277 drama and dancing literature and film
tullis F lamond early mormon exploration and missionary activities in
mexico 1982 223289 international church
tullis F lamond mormonism and revolution in latin america 1976
162235 international church political science and law
mormons
monnons in a
tullis F lamond politics and society anglo american mormans
revolutionary land 1973 132126 international church political
science and law
tullis F lamond reopening the mexican mission in 1901 1982 224441
international church psychology
tvedtnes john A hebraisms in the book of mormon A preliminary survey
1970 11150 book of mormon literature and film
Bum side maynard dixon artist of the west
bumside
tyler ron review of wesley M burnside
1975 154542 art and architecture
tyler S lyman the library and the availability of knowledge 1964
6148 education
carts to zion 1960 22271
handcarts
tyler S lyman review of leroy R hafen Hand
pioneer period
mormon perceptions of contemporary america
underwood grant early monnon
1830 1846 1986 26349 history in general
underwood grant saved or damned tracing a persistent protestantism in
early mormon thought 1985 25385 LDS religion and doctrine
underwood grant review of dan vogel religious seekers and the advent of
mormonism 1990 301120 LDS religion and doctrine
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the decline

in convert baptisms and member emigration from the british mission after 1870 1987 27297 international

church
van orden bruce A review of
davis bitton and leonard J arrington
ofdavis
mormons
cormons and their historians 1989 292117 history in general
van orden bruce A review of S george ellsworth ed the journals of
addison pratt 1991 312181 historical documents international
church
van orden dell J melan heslop and lance E larsen A prophet for all the
world glimpses into the life of president spencer W kimball 1985
25449 biography
van wagoner richard and steven C walker the joseph hyrum smith
funeral sermon 1983 2313 historical documents joseph smith
vetterli richard and gary bryner public virtue and the roots of american
government 1987 27329 history in general political science and

law

von wellnitz marcus the catholic liturgy and the mormon temple 1981
1981
2113 christian theology LDS religion and doctrine temple
voros J frederic jr review of joseph fielding mcconkie and robert L
millett first and second nephi and jacob through mosiah vols 1I and 2
of doctrinal commentary on the book of mormon 1989 292121 book
monnon
of mormon
walker jim alberta wheat pool 1986 261122 poetry
walker jim anniversary 1981 213342 poetry
camons
Capons 1989 29464 poetry
walker jim capons
walker jim fathers garden 1983 232196 poetry
walker jim laie nights 1987 273184 poetry
walker jim old man 1984
24118 poetry
198424118
walker jim pearl ships 1985 25192 poetry
walker jim rocky mountain runoff 1983 232197 poetry
81 214416 poetry
1981
walker jim wisps 19
walker ronald W B H roberts and the woodruff manifesto 1982
223363 historical documents
walker ronald W brigham young on the social order 1988 28337
brigham young sociology and behavior
walker ronald W the challenge and craft of mormon biography 1982
222179 biography
walker ronald W cradling mormonism the rise of the gospel in early
victorian england 1987 27125 christian theology international

church
walker ronald W joseph smith the palmyra seer 1984 244461 joseph
smith
mormon pioneer was human
walker ronald W the keep A pitchinin or the monnon
1974 143331 historical documents pioneer period
walker ronald W mesquite and sage spencer W Kim
kimballs
balls early years
1985 25419 biography
walker ronald W the persisting idea of american treasure hunting 1984
244429 joseph smith
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mormon and indian relations
toward a reconstruction of monnon
1847 1877 1989 29423 utah history
walker ronald W the willard richards and brigham young 5 september
1840 letter from england to nauvoo 1978 183466 historical
documents nauvoo period
walker ronald W young heber J grant and his call to the apostleship
1977 181121 biography
1977181121
walker ronald W young heber J grants years of passage 1984 242131

walker ronald W

biography
walker ronald W review of david S hoopes and roy hoopes the making
of a mormon apostle the story of rudger clawson 1991 31374
biography
walker ronald W review of eugene campbell establishing zion the mormon
church in the american west 1847 1869 1989 292126 pioneer
period
walker ronald W review of gene A sessions mormon thunder A documentary history ofjedediah
of Jedediah morgan grant 1983 234508 biography
walker ronald W review of stanley B kimball heber C kimball mormon
patriarch and pioneer 1982 221121 biography
walker rulon A the voyage of the ellen maria 1853 1987 27157
international church
walker steven C more than meets the eye concentration of the book of
mormon 1980 202199 book of mormon
monnon
pheV
prophet
pher 1969 10195 doctrine and
walker steven C the voice of the Pro
covenants joseph smith LDS religion and doctrine
walker steven C review of joseph fielding mcconkie and donald W parry
A guide to scriptural symbols 1991 311117 LDS religion and
doctrine
wardle lynn D the constitution as covenant 1987 27311 history in
general LDS religion and doctrine political science and law
warner C terry response to markova 1986 26169 philosophy and
truth psychology sociology and behavior
warner C terry what we are 1986 26139 philosophy and truth
wamer
psychology sociology and behavior
warner ted J B H roberts on a non mormon topic an exercise in
wamer
historiography 1976 163409 utah history
warren bruce W review of
offF richard hauck deciphering the geography of
the book of mormon settlements and routes in ancient america and
john L sorenson an ancient american settingfor
setting jor
for the book of mormon
1990 303127 book of mormon
warren H the char minar
minor hydrabad
bad 1988 28
Hydra
icc art drawings and
hydrabadl9ss
28lfc
ifc
engravings
warren H jhain
bhain temples moohktagherri from a sketch by meadows taylor
engraved by W and E finden 1988 28176 art drawings and
engravings
warren W mosque of
Abdool raheim
daheim kahn boorhanpoor from a sketch by
ofabdool
meadows taylor engraved by W and E finden 1988 28180 art
drawings and engravings
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warren william shrine of
Elichpoor from a sketch by
ralman shah doola elichpoor
raiman
ofraiman
8 8 28160 art drawings
1988
meadows taylor engraved by S fisher 19
and engravings
warren H the sunkul
sunkel boorjh and fort gate penkondafrom a sketch by
meadows taylor engraved by E pinden
finden 1988 28166 art drawings
and engravings
waterstradt jean anne making the world a home the family portrait in
drama 1979 194501 drama and dancing sociology and behavior
1961 4166
watkins arthur R foreign languages too little too late
education
watson elden J the nauvoo tabernacle 1979 193416 nauvoo period
watt ronald G A dialogue between wilford woodruff and lyman wight
1976 171108 historical documents
watt ronald G sailing the old ship zion the life of george D watt
1977 18148 biography
197718148
watt ronald G review of richard L jensen and malcolm R thorp eds
mormons
cormons in early victorian britain 1990 30485 international church
V ben bloxham james R moss and larry C
watt ronald G review of
lofv
ofv
porter eds truth will prevail the rise of the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints in the british isles 1837 1987 1990 30482 international church
weaver max D horse shoe maker 1991 311120 art drawings and
engravings
weaver max D jonathan browning home and gun shop 1991 311112
art drawings and engravings
weaver max D print shop taylor home times and seasons 1991 311128
art drawings and engravings
weaver max D trading tree oak 1991 31188 art drawings and
engravings
weaver max D where the mississippi and the missouri meet and the delta
queen 1991 31lfc
311fc art paintings and watercolors
weaver max D wilford woodruff
home 1991 311119 art drawings and
woodruffhome
engravings
weir J alden in the sun 1969 94471 art paintings and watercolors
welch james review of michael hicks mormonism and music A history
1990 304100 music
byustudies
studies into the 1990s 1991 31421 brigham young
welch john W BYU
university
1969 10169 book of
welch john W chiasmus in the book of mormon 196910169
monnon literature and film
mormon
welch john W the narrative of
ofzosimus and the book of mormon 1982
zosimus
223311 book of mormon early christianity
wemick nissim man the pinnacle of creation 1969 10131 anthropology
bemick
and archaeology LDS religion and doctrine
west benjamin troilus and cressida 1968 9167 art paintings and
watercolors
whipple walter L the st louis museum of the 1850s and the two egyptian
mummies and papyri 1969 10157 pearl of great price
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white philip seed 1987 27438 poetry
whitley colleen apple trees in winter 1968 83273 poetry
whitley colleen arthur 1968 83274 poetry
whitley colleen the dying leaves 1968 83273 poetry
whitley colleen the genealogist 1968 83276 poetry
whitley colleen merlin 1968 83275 poetry
whitley colleen the scripture scholar 1968 83324 poetry
whitley colleen to robert welch 1968 83276 poetry
whittaker david J almanacs in the new england heritage mormonism
ofmormonism
of
1989 29489 historical documents new york period
whittaker david J early mormon imprints in south africa 1980 204404
historical documents international church
whittaker david J the mark hofmann case A basic chronology 1989
29180 hofmann documents
whittaker david J the mark hofmann case A bibliographical guide
1989 291103 bibliography hofmann documents
whittaker david J substituted names in the published revelations of joseph
smith 1983 231103 doctrine and covenants
whittaker david J the hofmann maze review essay on linda sillitoe and
ailen
allen
alien D roberts salamander the story of the mormon forgery murders
with a forensic analysis by george JJ throckmorton robert lindsey
A gathering of saints A true story of murder and deceit and steven
naifeh and gregory white smith the mormon murders A true story of
greed forgery deceit and death 1989 29167 hofmann documents
whittle benson review of D michael quinn early mormonism and the magic
world view 1987 274105 new york period
wilcox reed N review of alan gerald cherry its you and me lord and
stephen G taggart Mormoni
mormonisms
sms negro policy social and historical
origins 1971 112210 LDS religion and doctrine
wilkes william john tullidge utahs first music critic 1959 1ili
111
iii11
biography
wilkins ernest J blanco fombona and hispanic cultural unity 1960
22177 literature and film
wilkins richard G one moment please private devotion in the public
schools 1987 273185 education political science and law
williams camille S review of mary lythgoe bradford ed mormon women
speak A collection of essays 1984 241114 women
williams david A president buchanan receives a proposal for an anti
mormon crusade 1857 1973 141103 historical documents pioneer
period
111
williams frederick G lii
ill frederick granger williams of the first presidency
ili
of the church 1972 123243 biography kirtland period
williams J D the summer of 1787 getting a constitution 1987 27367
history in general political science and law
williams ray S emersons relevance today 1971 113241 education
literature and film
wilson william A in praise of ourselves stories to tell 1990 3015
literature and film personal essays
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monnon folklore 1976 17140
wilson william A the paradox of mormon
literature and film
D michael quinn early mormonism and the
wilson william A review of
oad
ofd
1987 27496 new york period
magic world view 198727496
Prepare
or the
preparefor
wimmer larry T the silver connection A review of how to prepareor
for
coming crash 1974 143319 sociology and behavior
winzeler charlotte curse upon a god 1964 5287 literature and film
wirthlin leroy S joseph smiths boyhood operation an 1813 surgical
success 1981 212131 joseph smith
wirthlin leroy S nathan smith 1762 1828 surgical consultant to joseph
smith 1977 173319 joseph smith
wirthlin richard B the impact of inflation on the developing economy the
brazilian case 1965 6273 political science and law
wirthlin richard B what Is the proper role of the latter day saint with
respect to the constitution economic power and the constitution
A quarter century of change 1962 42168 political science and

law
wittwer sylvan H food production people and the future 1976 164641
science
cofr
wood jodine J review of
ofrR lanier britsch and terrance D olson counseling
A guide to helping others 1986 261131 psychology
mark jr and the american
wood robert S and stan A taylor J reuben clark
dark
approach to foreign policy 1973 133441 biography political
science and law
woodbury lael J directors foreword to the mantle of the prophet 1960
22189 drama and dancing
ism and the commercial theatre 1972 122234
mormonism
woodbury lael J Monnon
drama and dancing
1969 10185 drama and
woodbury lael J A new mormon theatre 196910185
dancing music poetry
monnon theatre 1975 16165 drama and
woodbury lael J A new mormon
dancing music poetry
woodward robert J jesse gause counselor to the prophet 1975 153362
biography
worsley klea evans ingratitude 1961 3249 poetry
wright carol lynn exorcism 1961 3334 poetry
wright H curtis metallic documents of antiquity 1970 104457 history
in general historical documents
sophie and a mantic people 1991 31351 education
wright H curtis A sophic
LDS religion and doctrine philosophy and truth
wyant alexander landscape with pond and cabin 1969 92183 art
paintings and watercolors
yam david H jr biographical sketch of
ofj
clark jr 1973
ofaJ reuben oark
dark
133235 biography
yam david H jr some metaphysical reflections on the gospel of john
1960 313 bible god and jesus christ
yam david H jr wisdom philosophy in the holy bible 1972 13191
bible philosophy and truth christian theology
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yam david H jr review of william J whalen the latter day saints
modern day world 1964 53247 sociology and behavior

in the

yorgason laurence M preview on a study of the social and geographical
origins of early mormon converts 1830 1845 1970 103279
kirtland period nauvoo period sociology and behavior
young brigham the wealth of knowledge reprint 1964 52114 brigham
young historical documents kirtland period
young karl early mormon troubles in mexico 1964 53155 international
church
young karl winter feast at san ildefonso 1965 6293 personal essays
young mahonri baling hay at ganado 1968 81425 art drawings and
engravings
young mahonri brigham young 1981 212216 art sculptures and
carvings
young mahonri first snow leonia 1968 82144 fol art drawings and
engravings
young mahonri the hudson from heine cooks 1968 8309 art drawings
and engravings
young mahonri sawing wood 1967 8146 fol art drawings and
engravings
youngreen buddy and yet another copy of the anthon manuscript 1980
204346 hofmann documents
youngreen buddy the death date of lucy mack smith 8 july 1775 14 may
18 pioneer period
1856 1972 1233
123318
youngreen buddy joseph and emma A slide film presentation 1974
142199 drama and dancing joseph smith women
youngreen buddy sons of the martyrs nauvoo reunion 11860
860 1980
204351 nauvoo period
yurtinus john F
Damum recruiting
here Is one man who will not go damum
dadum
8 1 214475 pioneer
1981
at talion
the mormon B
tailon in iowa territory 19
battalion
period
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